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TODAY

► News

► Sports
After two losses, the Colonels
face another tough opponent in
Appalachian State Saturday at
Hanger Field/B6

Former Colonel mascot
makes the big time
with the Lexington
Thoroughblades/A4
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► 24-Hour Open House

Students hail
policy change
BY DANETTA BARKER ANO KWSTY GUEBT

coed housing," said Kenna
Middleton, director of residential
The vote is in.
development
In a vote held Sept 10, residents
The reason we did that is if
of Dupree, Martin and Todd halls coed housing was to be truly privisaid yes, 380-8r to 24-hour open leged housing we wanted to be able
house on weekends. The policy to remove someone not desirable,"
takes effect tomorrow.
Middleton said.
The
vote
was
_
"If someone doesn't
announced at a meeting
maintain these stanheld Monday night, and
dards
they
don't
at another
meeting
deserve coed housing."
ft
Tuesday night, residents
Jeanette Crockett,
easy, but the uriof the coed dorms could
dean of student life, forediscuss the rules of the
varaity and stusees an easy transition
new policy.
daraaaaamto
into the new policy.
"I think it's about time
be handfrig 24"We will have absolutethe university gives us a
ly no difficulty; we are
hour open house
chance to act like adults,"
doing adequate training
wet BftxWA*
said Kellee Thurman, a
for RAs and SAs,"
junior medical assistant
Crockett said.
major. "I hope everyone
With guests staying
acts like adults, and I hope they can overnight, Crockett said her staff is
handle the responsibility."
The university seems to support busy addressing the guest policy.
this theory. Thomas Myers, vice Hosts and guests need to be aware
president of student affairs, said he of rules in die halls regarding areas
hoped the new policy would be a such as bathroom facilities.
"If you have a guest they are to
success.
The results of the vote were UK the bathroom of the same sex.
indicative that the university was The host or hostess is to escort the
receptive to the needs of the resi- guest to the correct floor," Crockett
said. "Any bath faculties are for
dent hall students," he said.
Some of the changes are in the same gender floors."
Staff members will monitor the
student handbook.
"One of the sanctions included bathrooms day and night, said
in this year's handbook is not only
removal from housing, but also See Open House/Page A6

Tim Mollette/Progrees

Somewhere Over the Rainbow
A rainbow, which looks to end at the Eastern watertower, showed up
in the waning storm last Thursday. Rainbows are a phenomenon cre-

ated by a prisfn effect with water, light and dust particles, usually
when the sun comes out while it is still raining.

1-75 dangers heightened by speeding, alcohol
BY JENIFER ALMJELD

News editor

For many Kentuckians, including
the approximately 10,779 commuters
from the university, Interstate 75 is a
way of life and a link to home, work
and family. Unfortunately, 1-75 has
also been the backdrop for thousands of accidents each year.
Just last week, the interstate was
reduced to one lane or blocked completely three times as a result of accidents that occurred between the
Richmond and Berea exits.
Many of the interstate drivers are
Eastern students, according to the
office of administrative information
Baghdad

AFGHANISTAN

PAKISTAN

services.
Enrollment figures from Sept 13,
which will not be official until
November, show that 10,779 full and
part-time students commute.
Fran Burton, a public relations
major from Somerset spends much
of her time on the interstate on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
"It takes about an hour if I don't
experience any complications," she
said. Burton said she has sat through
many traffic jams on the interstate
and feels that careless driving is one
of die main causes for accidents.
"I feel like people not being cautious is a problem," she said. They

See l-75/Page A4

Juvenile charged with first-degree murder
Mourrrt
Managing editor

BY TW

The male juvenile who
drove the car that collided
with a Dodge van last week on
1-75, killing the driver, has
been charged with first-degree
murder.
The
15-year-old
from
Chesapeake, W. Va., was attempting to elude a. police officer last
Tuesday night when their north-

bound, high-speed chase ended
with the juvenile's Toyota going
across the median airborne and
'colliding with the southbound
van.
The deceased has been identified as 50-year-old Gary W.
Turner of Morristown, Tenn.,
according to the police report
Other charges filed against
the 15-year-old include firstdegree wanton endangerment,
first-degree criminal mischief

and attempting to elude a police
officer, according to the report.
The charges are on file but
have not yet been served on the
suspect. He is still in serious condition at the University of
Kentucky medical center with
back injuries.
The Kentucky State Police
review of the chase and accident
including an accident reconstruction investigation, are continuing, Sgt. Joey Barnes said.

Iraqi descendant says conflict territorial
BY JENMFER ALMJELD

News editor

Tim MoHette/Progress

are talking on cell phones and playing with their radios and not paying
attention to driving. People really
need to be more focused on driving
when they are on the roads."
Although many people assume
the interstate is getting more dangerous, statistics from the Kentucky
State Police report the opposite is
true.
Accidents reported on 1-75 were
down last year from 1993, and the
number of fatal accidents reported
has fallen consistently for the last five
years.

For most of us, the coverage of
the United States' air strike in Iraq
was little more than a brief on the
late night news, but for Raed Battah
it meant a lot more.
Battah, a 20-year-old junior
broadcasting major, and his brother
were born in Rome, Ga, but his parents and sister were born in Iraq.
"My brother and I were born in
the states, but the rest of my family,
about 40 people, are still in Iraq,"
Battah said. The last time we talked
to them was about a week before the

bombing. Communications have
been cut off now."
For Battah, the image of bombs
burning brightly in the sky of Iraq
does not represent America's might
as a peacekeeping force. It represents suffering for members of his
family.
"My mother's family is from
Msoul, in the north where the
bombing began, and my father's
family lives in Baghdad," he said.
"I'm talking people are ducking
under tables.
"On the news, they tell how successful the bombing was, but they
don't tell you how hungry people

are," Battah said. Those are real
There are a lot of things that
people this is happenhappen in our world
ing to."
that are territorial,"
Despite his fierce
he said. These peoloyalties to his homeple, Arabian people,
land, Battah said he is
are very territorial."
not so much angry
Although Battah
about the bombing as
does not underhe is confused.
stand tlu^tnotiva"From what I know
for the United
Raed Battah, tion
and what I've seen,
States' actions, be is
junior, has family not angry with
what we're told and
supposed to hear, I'm
still in Iraq President Clinton.
not getting the point"
"I don't disagree
» with
Battah said. Tm not
the Americans'
understanding
the
decision." Battah
reason for America to get involved.
said. "It's just the whole point of the

" It's just the
whole point
of the strike
me.

► Analysis: Activity Fee Increase

Managing editor

When Cory Bybee pays his tuition and fees
each year, he can't help but wonder where the
lump sum goes.
Tuition and fees totaled $985 this year, $115
of which is the student activity fee. That
amount is a $5 increase from last year that will
go to student services.
"I don't mind paying it" Bybee, a junior
from Louisville, said. "I would like to know
where if s used."
Answering Bybee's question isn't an easy
task
The university doesn't breakdown distribution of the student activity fee in exact amounts.
.u« «-oc/\ iwi ~* .u„ ~„„, tu- 60

See Iraq/Page A6

►Inside

Fee money divided among athletics, student services
BY TIM MOLLETTE

strike escapes me. I don't think anyone understands it.
"As far as I'm concerned, I back
theJJnitcd States all the way," he said.
"I just think if they want to get
involved they should do something
constructive and useful."
Battah does understand, however, Americans' distrust of Saddam
Hussein.
"I don't agree with Saddam
Hussein." Battah said. "He needs to
relax and get the clue because he is
not going to win. He is not going to
beat America."

million estimated to come from the fees goes
"I would want to know that it's being used
toward offsetting costs of student services, said for something useful," Bybee said.
Richard Sherman, associate director of planSeveral entities that directly benening and budget
fit students are funded from die stuWhat campus entities do with
dent services budget
their partially activity fee-funded
The $3 million budgeted for stumoney ranges from printing the
dent services comes from activity
Graphic
details
yearbook to funding student organifees and other sources, such as state
distribution,
zations.
appropriations.
M
Seventy-five dollars of each stuSo, the money which campus entident's fee goes toward athletics and
ties receive from student services
$40 goes to student services.
may be at least partially generated by
The $75 allotment helps fund intercollegiate
athletics and provides students with free admis- activity fees.
The activity fees are just absorbed into stusion to games, but the remaining money generated by die activity fee is absorbed by the dent services (along with the other funding)."
student service account in the general fund. Sherman said.

■-
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are funded through the student services
account
«
The largest of those recipients is student
admissions and records, according to Eastern's
1996-97 budget
That department divides just over $1.5 million among the divisions of admissions, the registrar's office and graduate studies.
The second-highest funded entity is covered
as social and cultural development.
From its nearly $450;000. everything rangjng from yearbook expenses to orientation programs receives funding.
.. Special activities funding from the student
services budget provides Center Board with

Accent
Activities
Arts
Classifieds
Profiles
Perspective
Police Beat
What's On Tap
Sports

Reminder

B1
B5
B3
".. AS
B4
A2. 3
A4
B2
B6, 7. 8
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Student Senate elections will be
held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday in Powell Plaza. Music
will be provided by Mojo Filter
Kings and 104.5 FM.

CLASS PATTERN
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Perspective
► Editorials

Fatality, jams show need for improvements
Richmond needs better access to 1-75
A Tennessee man died there
last Tuesday evening. Less
than six hours later, three
people were taken to Pattie A.
Clay hospital after three tractor
trailers and a passenger car
crashed into each other.
Every morning, it's a source of
frustration for Eastern's commuting students and employees.
Changes definitely need to be
made to 1-75.
" After three traffic accidents last
week, the problems with the

The safety of Eastern's 10,000plus commuters is also at the
heart of the issue.
One Kentucky State Police
trooper says the problems on the
interstate stem from high-speed
traffic and overcrowded conditions.
One of those dilemmas could
easily be fixed by drivers exercising more caution, but the influx of
traffic on the highway, especially
as early-morning drivers exit to
the bypass, has a much more
complex set of causes.
Some have suggested that the

Stretch of road between
Richmond and Lexington are
undeniable.
Commuters, however, have
known something needed to be
done for quite a while.
Students and employees who
come into Richmond southbound
on the interstate know the traffic
jams on the bypass at exit 87 all
too well.
Last week's incidents show that
more than convenience is at stake
on the busy highway.

problems of traffic jams in
Richmond have come from the
town's fast growth, and that two I75 exchanges may not be enough
to support the commuting population. r
With about 5,000 commuter
parking decals issued most
semesters and only one exit close
to campus, traffic jams are an
obvious result.
Whether or not Richmond's
growth is the cause, a need for at
least one more Richmond exit to I75 is evident.
Talk of widening the Richmond-

American
dream
exists in
freedoms

yrrr?v"//'V'!''''r

► Campus Comments

Q. How do you feel
about the 24-hour open
house policy?
Name: Jamie Phelps
Age: 21
Major: Business
Management
Year: Junior
Hometown: Somerset

My dad sat me down before I
came to college and told me,
among other things, that I
would have bad days, good days and
just average days.
He said he hoped
that he and -my
mother had given
me a strong enough
background to survive these tests.
He said he had
tried to give me
everything he never
had.
I imagine this
sounds familiar to a
MARY ANN
lot of students.
It seems the one
LAWRENCE
Detail*
collective dream of
our parents' generation is to make life
for us better — to give us nicer places
to live, better food to eat, a more peaceful and safe environment and an easier
life.

I think it's a good
idea. It gives people
of the opposite sex
time to socialize.
Name: Amy Woolums
Major: Occupational
Therapy
Hometown: LaGrange
"if we put the money
out for it we should
be able to have who
we want in when we
want, without having
to worry about when
they are going to get
kicked out.

...,.,.,,.,..■;,,,.

Name: Richard Garland
Age: 20
Major: Art
Hometown:
McCreary Co.
I think if s a good
. ISM. They should be
able to decide(what's
best for them.
Name: Chad Creech
Age: 19
Major: Undecided
Year: Sophmore
Hometown: Hartan Co.
"Hike it I think that
everyone in college is
responsible enough to
be able to behave and
be responsible for
their own actions."
Name: Andy Englehart
Age: 20
Major: Police
Administration
Year: Junior
Hometown: Owensboro
"Campus is finally
telling us we are big
people. They are finally
giving us freedom that
people our age should
have. '

The Eastern Progress
117 Donovan Annex
Eastern Kentucky University

Richmond, Ky. 40476

A new dream

24-hour policy handled well
policy, as well as announce the
vote. The vote tallied at 380-8 in
favor of the change.
The university's and the RHA's
reaction to the monumental
change in policy has been
refreshing. It will remain to be
seen, though, how well the students handle the change.
When the policy takes effect
tommorow night, one of the rules
will be that students wishing to
use the restroom must go to the
next floor of the same sex or to
the lobby facilities. This rule has
been abused in the past in both
coed and single-sex dorms, and it
will be a temptation of convenience not to follow it under the
new policy.
Students may not respond well
to increased RA surveillance of
activities on the weekends and the
stricter enforcement of resident
check-in. This, however, is to be
expected since the kinks still need
.0 be worked out
Students
will also have to check in their

Last week, the residents of
Todd, Dupree and Martin,
Eastern's three coed residence halls, voted to open their
doors to the opposite sex 24hours on Fridays and Saturdays.
With this vote, the students
said they want the university to
change by instituting change
themselves.
In giving the students the
opportunity to decide for themselves how they want to live, the
university sent the signal that
they believe students can make
responsible decisions.
Understanding that limits must
be set, however, university officials adjusted the traditional limits to allow for the change in
rules. Of course, rule changes
don't do any good if students
aren't aware of them.
In light of this need, the
Residence Hall Association
responded with two meetings that
were geared to increase student
awareness of the new rules and

Mary Ann Lawrence
Editor

TimMoliette
Sophy Mott, Beth Whitman
Copyedrtora

Victor Cuellar
Staff artM
The Eutm ProCTMS (ISSN 1081-S324) Is
a member of the Associated Collegiate Press.
Kentucky intercollegiate Press Association and
College Newspaper Business & Advertising
Managers, inc.- The Progress Is published
every Thursday during the school year, with
the exception of vacation and examination
periods. Any false or misleading advertising
should be reported to Adviser/General
Manager. Dr. Elizabeth Fraas.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed writers and do not
necessarily represent the views of the university.

Lexington stretch of the interstate
to three lanes has circulated for
years.
This, tod, would help open up
the bottleneck that has become a
hazard to driver convenience and
safety.
Commuters between Lexington
and Richmond deserve and
should demand safety.
The state, the city of Richmond
and patrolling police forces all
need to work together to implement changes to make sure one of
Kentucky's most crowded highways doesn't become one of its
deadliest.

► Say It Again

Where to find us

►The Eastern Progress is located off Lancaster Avenue In the
Donovan Annex on the west side of Alumni Coliseum.
fto downtown
Richmond
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guest, and that guest will have to
leave identification at the desk.
There are problems right now
with this security measure, as
many students in coed residence
halls do not check up guests.
It will be inconvenient for students to have to check in and
check out every time they enter
or leave their building.
Furthermore, students living in
single-sex residence halls do not
have the 24-hour open house privilege, and some feeling the sting
say the coed dorms already had it
All in all, though, it is good to
see change on a campus which is
very much married to tradition and
staid, sometimes starched, ideas.
It is also good to see students
fighting for change and being
responsible when they get it
This open house change may
be a small step, but it is the first
step of its kind.
These have been successful
baby steps; the giant leap comes
tomorrow night

RovKIdd
JiSLSSr.

^j^tuoKy Stat.
Police Post

ii One match, there were
four freshmen out
there. I Just wanted to
put a bag over my
head because of the
inexperience, but they
kept their poise.
?«
Geri PoMno,
volleyball coach on her team's
performance at the Kent State
Invitational last weekend,
See Sports/Page SS

This is what most people have come
to associate with the "new" American
Dream.
They no longer bound the dream in
a picket fence and a mid-sized white
house.
Now, the dream is the need to make
a mark on society, in order to make
society better in some way for the next
generation.
Isn't this the same idea behind the
picket fence and the white house?
I think this is a very real need in
most people, but I do not think it is that
easy to stereotype the American
Dream, which many people would
argue is dead, anyway.
I don't agree, either, with the idea
that the dream is dead.
I don't think America would be
much of an entity without it; our country and dreams have become synonymous with one another.
For as long as America has been
formed, it has symbolized the frontier
— a place where anything can happen,
where people are free to live how they
want to, love how they want to, worship
how they want
__
to and talk how
They no
they want to.
And as lonK
longer
longer
as that is still
bOUnfl the
«J____, i_ „

what our country stands for,

dream In a
the American
picket fence Dream will
.
. .
exist.
ana a mlOi believe that
Sized White
the American

Dream is the
ability to dream
and to have
these things —
these human rights — and as long as
humans believe in these rights and
dream whatever their individual
dreams are, the American Dream lives.
It is the ability to make your dreams
come true.
hOUSe.

Opportunity is universal

Everyone in America has the oppor
tunity to make things happen for themselves.
Some will argue that some people
need a little extra help.
Others argue that people can make
their own way and shouldn't rely on
the government or anyone else to help
them make their dreams come true.
This is where politics come into
play, but the concept is still built on
the same ideal and dream — opportunity.

r

,
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Religion, wrestling and other things that go boom
Night of WWF paints scary view of humanity
This past weekend wasn't much different from any other,
until the boom.
It was an unnatural sound —
not like thunder or a scream.
In many ways, it sounded
like a gun or even a cannon.
When I looked at my friend
of seven years sitting next to
me, holding his chest with a
desperate look of shock, I knew
this was not like last weekend
or the weekend before.

drive to Louisville, there was plenty of
time to build anticipation for
what was waiting for us — body
slams, arm drags, pile drivers
and, yes, the booms frf m indoor
fireworks.
The first of those explosions
so rocked a friend of mine that
he was sjire he had been shot.
Of course he got the customary smart-aleck comments from
his friends for being so jumpy,
but really, who could blame him
This was war.
for being a little nervous? *
TIMMOLLETTE
This was a battle.
What with all the bodies flyS»vn Tumi
This was Saturday night at
ing, little old ladies screaming
the Louisville Gardens.
and fireworks exploding, it was
This was silly.
an intense 190 minutes in the Louisville
Gardens.
This was professional wrestling.
When three testosterone-filled college
Through the years, professional
guys jumped into a car for the two-hour
wrestling has been through a lot — a

► Sticky Like Glue: By Victor Cuellar

boom in revenues If most of
in the 1980s, sex
scandals in the
these folks
early 1990s and
wero to turn
now, a battle for
television ratings
their convicbetween two orgations toward
nizations and two
cable stations.
religion,
The one constant through all of they could
this, though, has
have walked
been the ridicule
pro wrestling gets homo on the
for being so outraOhio River.
geous that no one
could possibly
believe it was real.
Jokes about people who believe that all
the blood and good guys vs. bad guys are
nonfiction can usually strike up a laugh.
Joke: What has three teeth and an IQ
of 12?

Punchline: The front row at a wrestling
After being hit in the back with a cigamatch.
rette butt and being told to "sit the f- - down," we decided we would go ahead
Despite its preposterousness, there
and have a seat, even though we couldn't
were about 10,000 believers in Louisville
see.
Saturday. I mean real believers.
The sad reality of the whole night was
If most of these folks were to turn
that none of it was a surprise.
their convictions about wrestling toward
The fireworks, the cursing, the vioreligion, they could have walked home on
lence, the loud music, it's all part of a
the Ohio River.
show that would make most decent
Americans sick.
Stereotypes fulfilled
I was amazed, often appalled and usuThe stereotypes of little old ladies
ally embarrassed at what we saw all night
long.
cursing at wrestlers and little kids with
Standing in line with my equally
bandanas running around are almost 100
amazed friends before leaving the buildpercent accurate.
When "Gold Dust," the world's second ing, we began to make fun of some of the
people we were around until we finally
self-proclaimed homosexual wrestler,
reached the front of the line and the wincame out to a round of boos, nearly the
dow.
entire audience stood up to yell.
"Four ringside tickets for March 13,
Having our view obstructed, my
please."
friends and I stood up to get a better
I can't wait to see these people again.
look.

Fast food means heartburn,
headaches and no napkincondiments.
I have 15 minutes until my next class.
It should,by now, be common knowlIt's well past lunch and I find myself
edge that a large percentage of this counpondering that inevitable question:
"Where should I eat today?"
try's population requires ketchup for
their french fries.
After answering this question at least
However, as an experienced
once each day for the past four years, one
drive thru customer, I have learned
would think a solution would
be simple.
to always ask for salt, ketchup and
barbecue sauce as needed.
To a fast food pro, the
problem is not what sounds
This request often leaves the
drive thru worker feeling that he or
good at the moment, but
she is going above and beyond the
which place is most efficient
call of duty.
and cost effective.
In a moment of disgust, the
Taste is of minor concern,
attendant grabs two fists full of the
and quick service is most
condiment in question and forcefulimportant.
ly shoves it in the bag.
I find it very unnecessary
Hopefully, during their fit of
for the drive-thru attendant
rage, the straws did not get broken
to suggest any additional
SHANNON RATTJFF
or pierced.
item than the ones originally
My Turn
Thr uses annoying air bubbles
ordered. It takes up precious
which
rrupt the flow of bevertime.
age.
Besides, if I wanted my value meal
super-sized I would have asked for it.
Bladder busters
And if I wanted an apple pie I would
Th< beverage, of course, is a story in
not have failed to add it to my order.
itself.
It must contain enough ice to keep the
drink cold without melting and causing
• Condiment conspiracy
excessive flatness.
Another major drive thru dilemma is
After all, these bladder buster beverWhe miscommunication involved with
ages have to survive at least two or three

► Letters to the Editor

Solutions needed to
parking, food court
Well, another school year is
here, and right away the parking
problem is in full swing.
There are logical solutions to
the problem; it can be solved
right away.
The problem needs to be
taken very seriously by student
senate. Only time will tell how it
will be handled.
But, if the past is any indicator (and I hope it's not), it looks
like it will be a long year.
*■ One of the easiest solutions to
the immediate problem would be
to implement the following:
1) After 2 p.m., all spots are
first come, first serve (until 8
a.m.
the next morning).
2) All junior and senior students with a grade point average
of 3.0 to 4.0 would qualify for a
faculty and staff parking sticker.
This would fill the faculty lots
that would otherwise be half
empty and open up spaces for
other needy students.
Also, the problem of the 20
percent to 75 percent raises on
everything in the food court.
STUDENTS, YOU CAN EAT
ANYWHERE ELSE IN RICHMOND FOR 50 PERCENT LESS!
PLEASE USE DISCRETION!
I don't buy the fact that wholesale prices have risen enough to
justify raising food court prices.
Remember, Eastern, you can
use the money from the parking
tickets to pay for the salaries of
the people who work in the food
court if things are that bad.

■?--

■ Quotes wrong In an Accent
story last week entitled 'Nuke
your nutrition," quotes attributed to Laura Butts should
have been attributed to Sara
Sutton. assistant professor of

Customers deserve correctness

If a customer survives the order placing process, they deserve a correct
order.
Especially if the order was placed conveniently by number.
Most places have developed this number system to simplify the fast food
process.
It seems that there should be little
room for mistakes.
Fast food is meant to be just that — *
fast.
As a college student and supporter of
the fast food industry, I expect to
recieve quick, accurate and friendly service.
Shannon Ratliffis a senior journalism
major from Hindman and photo editor for
The Progress.

_~

Mayb.e Eastern should get out Kentucky University students are
of the food business altogether if registered to vote.
it can't keep its prices down.
However, on Sept. 24, Student
Not too long ago, CBS was
Association's "Rock the Vote" will
winning a game they had masgive students the opportunity to
tered long ago.
take their futures into their own
Their strengths were in news, hands.
radio and keeping the public
"Rock the Vote" is a nationwide
informed with educational ■
campaign to register young voters
shows; it was riding the top.
in an attempt to increase political
But then CBS got into things
activity among our nation's youth.
it didn't belong in.
Eastern Kentucky University
Things like retail and real
Student Association is actively
estate.
Because of the recession, CBS ' participating in this campaign durended up losing millions of doling our annual Fall Fest.
lars.
"Rock the Vote," Fall Fest '96
It even had to sell off one of
will be Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 5
its crown jewels, RCA, to avoid
p.m. in the Meditation Chapel
becoming Raider Bait.
area.
Let's hope Eastern learns
Student Association elections
from this, and the students learn will take place and, in addition,
we are entitled to an alternative
student and local business organito the food court if it can't keep
zations will be represented at variits prices down.
ous booths.
Music and entertainment will
Chris O'Brien
senior, political science and be provided by 104.5 FM and
psychology major Mojo Filter Kings.
EKU's version of "Singled
Centerville, Ohio
Out" will also take place around
noon.
For more information concerning Fall Fest '96, please contact
the Student Association at 622Many decisions are currently
1724.
being made on the national, state,
The Student Association is
and local levels that affect mildedicated
to serving the needs
lions of young Americans.
and interests of all students.
Unfortunately, the vast majoriWe welcome and challenge
ty of these people do not take part
you to "Rock the Vote! V
in the most vital and influential
part of our political system — votMelody Mason
ing.
President,
Even more surprising is the
fact that very few of Eastern
Student Government Association

Rock the Vote with
Student Senate

► To Our Readers

Corrections
■ Photo*
switched
Photos of
students
Allyson
Kale and
Susan
Underwood
appearing
on the
Accent
Susan
page last
Underwood
week were.
switched. They have been cor
rected here.

classes throughout the*day.
I understand people working in these
restaraunts are human.
They are allowed to make mistakes
and are entitled to a bad day.
But, it should not be a problem to keep
the pickle off the burger if they took the
time to type the "no pickle" request in the
computer.

human environmental science.
■ Policy
The Eastern
Progress will
publish clarifications and
corrections
when needed
Allyson Kale
on the
Perspective pages, if you
have a correction, please
send it to the editor In writing
by noon Monday before
publication on Thursday.
The editor will decide il the
correction deserves special
treatment, or needs to be in
the section In which the error
occurred.

The Eastern Progress-encourages readers to write letters to the
editor on topics of interest to the
university community.
Letters should be typed, doublespaced and limited to 250 words.
If a letter has excessive spelling,
grammar and punctuation errors,
the editor reserves the right to urge
the writer to make revisions.
Unsigned letters, carbon copies,
photocopies and letters with illegible signatures will not be accepted.
The Progress reserves the right
not to publish letters that are judged
to be libelous or in poor taste.
Those interested in writing for
this column should contact the editor prior to submitting the article.
Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky university, Richmond,
Ky. 40475.
Letters and columns may also be
submitted by e-mail at
progress@acs. eku.edu.

TAYLOR'S
DISCOUNT LIQUOR * BEER * WINE *
'On Main Street—Across the Tracks"
623-3283
Milwaukee's Best Miller Lite.
Natural Light
Genuine
Draft
or Best Lt.
$3.99 12/pk
or Draft Lt,
$3.99
or
$5.99
12/pk
12/pk
cans

or
$7.49
a case

Bacardi
Breezers

Skol Vodka
$3.99

$3.99
4/pk

fifth or $8.95 1.751.

ALL FLAVORS AVAILABLE

Jagermeister

$4.99
half pinl

Rattlesnake Kits
$14.99 Each

1

* FOOTBALL SPECIALS *
Ancient Age
Early Times
Canadian Mist
Castillo Rum

(travelers)

* KEG SPECIAL * Milwaukee's Best

$35.95

Ml ST BE 21 \MIH VM.lDll)

Why pay higher prices
everywhere else. Come by
.and check out our low prices!

J.

A
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1-75: Road widened

► Profile: Matt Marlowe

Former mascot finds new home
Thoroughblades
Thoughts
First Game:
Oct. 4 vs.
Carolina
Monarchs.
Where: Rupp
Arena, Vine
and Broadway,
Lexington
Tickets: $15, $9,
$12 and $7.50
lor children 12
and under.
Available
through Rupp
Arena Box
Office and
TJcketMasler
outlets.
Student night:
Oct. 5, lower
arena seats
$7.50.
Games Last: 60
minutes and
are divided into
three 20-minute
periods.
Positions:
Goalie, left and
right defense,
center and left
and right wings.
Substitutions
are made while
the game is in
progress. Each
team fields six
men at a time,
unless someone has been
put in the
penalty box.

They started a conversation about
the new hockey team, and Riggs asked
Matt Marlowe
if they had considered anyone for a
mascot.
Ag.:26
>
Matt Marlowe, 26, found his years
DeGregorio confessed he wanted
Hometown:
at Eastern very helpful when it came to one, but had no idea how to go about
finding a job. Unlike most students, selecting one.
Danville. KY
Marlowe received his most useful
Graduated:
Riggs asked him if he was aware
career training not in the classroom, that a former National Champion
1992
but attending university sporting Mascot of the Year lived in Lexington,
Bachelor's
events.
one who just happened to be a former
degree in
Former Colonel mascot Marlowe student of the professor and 'adopted'
organizationwill be suiting up as Lucky, the mascot foster" son to the Riggs'.
al communifor the
Lexington
As the plane landed in
cations
Thoroughblades hockey
Boston, DeGregofib
Colonel mascot:
team.
suggested to Riggs that
1989-1992
Fortunately, he has
Marlowe fax his resume
experience behind the
1992 National Mascot of the year
to him and after viewing
Eastern's ice hockey
rubber mask.
tapes of the Colonel in
club's first game is Sept.
"I've gone from a
action, gave Marlowe
27 against the University
super-human character
the job.
premier developmental league for the
to a super horse,"
of Louisville, Page B5
"They didn't inter- NHL.
Marlowe said, explaining
view anyone else,"
Twenty team members are currently
his transformation from
Marlowe said. "Winning in training in San Jose, Calif, until their
the Colonel to the horse
the national champi- arrival in Lexington on Sept. 17.
he once might have rode in on.
onship really helped."
"We will have million dollar guys
In addition to his anonymous duties
Marlowe did have to learn some playing for us," Marlowe said.
as muscle-bound Lucky, Marlowe is new skills for his new job.
For Marlowe, preparing for a
the director of public relations for the
He trained three hours daily on the Thoroughblades game will not be
new hockey team.
ice for six months and supplemented much different from suiting up as the
"But my No. 1 priority is the mas- that training with Rollerblading and
Colonel.
cot," Marlowe said.
roller hockey this summer.
Simple stretches and limbering
He makes personal appearances as
He also didn't know much about exercises
before donning Lucky's swelLucky, talks with the media and gives professional hockey, but owners
speeches to clubs and schools two to DeGregorio and Walter Bush felt it tering costume comprise Marlowe's
three times a week.
important to hire Kentucky people for warm-up.
He will get an important side benefit
"It was nice how my major dove- their team personnel, regardless of
from the million-dollar conversion of
tailed with my experience to realize my their hockey knowledge.
No.l career goal," Marlowe said. "I
'They put all 10 of us on a plane and Rupp Arena.
"The ice will somewhat cool me off,"
have a great sense of accomplishment. took us all around the country, from
I felt lucky to get the job."
bush league to the National Hockey Marlowe said. "I still plan on losing
Luck was on Marlowe's side last League," Marlowe said. "We learned eight to 10 pounds a game."
Local interest in the team is high.
October, when Eastern associate psy- so much."
"There is no spectator fport as Ticket sales have been brisk since they
chology professor and avid Colonels
fan Jay G. Riggs visited friends in exciting as pro hockey, as much as I went on sale Sept. 7.
"The record for attendance at an
love my beloved Colonels," Marlowe
Boston.
AHL game is over 17,000," Marlowe
Sitting next to him on the plane was said.
Thoroughblades
owner
Ron
The Thoroughblades are in the 60- said. "We aim to beat that in our first
year old American Hockey League, a season."
DeGregorio.
BY JUUE CLAY

Staff writer

,

More

Money: Organizations can qualify for grants
From Page A1

$63,138 with which to secure campus
entertainment and other activities.
That amount makes bringing in
larger music and entertainment acts
difficult, said Skip Daughterly, dean of
student development
"We're in probably the lower 50
percent of funding at state schools
for similar types of activities,"
Daugherty said.
Center Board's planned activities
include trying another campus comedy series, film series and bringing in
country music acts, which are lower
economic risks.
Two campus publications, the
Milestone and The Eastern Progress,
are funded along with Center Board
as special activities.
The Milestone uses its allotted
$37,000 partially to pay printing costs
of the yearbook, public information
director Ron Harrell said.
Other production costs are cov. ered by charges for portrait sitting
fees and club organization photo
pages.
The Progress receives about
$3,800 from student services, most of
which is directed into scholarship
awards for outstanding staff members.
"Since the Progress is self-sustaining, we try to use that money to give
back to the students who make the
publication possible," faculty adviser
Libby Fraas said.
Another $1,200 is taken from special activities and used as grant
money for student organizations.
Organizations can apply to receive
a portion of those funds, which are
usually distributed in about $200

Funding Eastern's student activities
► About $850,000 of student activity fee revenues goes toward
non-athletic student services. Special student activities are then
funded from student services, according to the 96-97 budget.
1996-97 budget
tl.241

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
■ Student organizations
■ Student association

■ The Milestone
■ The Eastern Progress
■ Special functions
■ University Center Board

grants, Daugherty said.
Usually, five to six requests are
made for the money per year, he said.
Also receiving an allottment as a
' special activity is the student association, which is budget $20,600 for 9596.
That money is planned to benefit
students in several ways, including
purchasing a new sound system for
the fitness center and co-sponsoring
the campus movie channel with RHA
and Center Board, SGA President
Melody Mason said.
Another $390,000 is taken from
student services to be used for counseling and career guidance.
Both the counseling center and
Career Development and Placement
receive funds from the account
Jen Walker, director of the coun-

seling center, said its allocation from
the university is used to further its
main purpose, "helping students be
successful."
"It could be career counseling,
helping improve self-esteem or helping them be more effective in personal relationships," Walker said.
Judicial affairs, the office of student assistance programs and campus health services also receive funding from student services, which is in
turn partially funded by student activity fees.
Although student activity fees do
go toward student services, an exact
count of how students' money is
spent might ease concerns, Bybee
said.
"I would want to know where it all
goes," he said.

Compiled by Kristy Gilbert

Sept 13
Jody L. Lanham, 21, Louisville,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
George W. Hardy IV, 18,
Shepherdsville, was arrested and
charged with driving while under the
influence of alcohol.
Michael W. Summers, 21, Mt.
Sterling, was arrested and charged
with disregarding a traffic control
device and driving while under the
influence of alcohol.
Bradley M. Eads, 22, Mt.
Sterling, was arrested and charged
with alcohol intoxication.
Sept 12
Douglas A. Bordhead, 19,
Louisville, was arrested and charged
with alcohol intoxication
Mathew Sims, 20, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
John R. Mitchell, 20, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Klint Nephew, Richmond, reported the theft of his mountain bike in
front of Martin Hall.
Sept 11
Larry Hotden Jr., 21, Louisville,
was arrested and charged with operating a vehicle on a suspended
license and possession of a suspended license.
Cory Fletcher, Richmond, reported that $50 had been taken from her

pocket while she was asleep inside
Sullivan Hall 318.
Jennifer Wilson, Richmond,
reported that two purses, $45 in currency, $20 in coins and a ring had
been taken from the janitor's room in
Clay Hall.
Sept 9
Stephanie Johnson, Richmond,
reported that her car had been keyed
while it was parked in the Martin
Hall lot.
William L. Edwards, 35,
Harrodsburg, was arrested and
charged with failure to have a proper
registration plate.
Amy Whitaker, Richmond,
reported that a gold rope chain with a
gold starfish charm attached was
stolen from her purse in Sullivan Hall
Room 318.
John Mulligan, Richmond,
reported that someone had stolen his
bicycle from the bike rack in front of
Keene Hall.
Sept 7
Myra

W.

Waddle.

Still, people are dying on 1-75 —
20 in 1995. Trooper Chad Carroll, an
Eastern graduate who has been
employed at the Richmond Kentucky
State Police Post for two years, said
there are many reasons for the high
number of accidents that occur on
the interstate each year.
"Speed is one of the most important factors in traffic accidents,"
Carroll said. "On Interstate 75 the
speed increases to 65, so of course
accidents will increase, too.
"Also a lot more traffic travels on
that road than other regular roadways," he said. "The more traffic
there is, the more likely accidents
will occur."
Carroll said the construction on
1-75 increases the chance for potential accidents as well.
"Seventy-five has lots of construction going on and that adds
confusion for motorists," he said.
One thing Carroll does not see
causing problems on the interstate is
the traffic congestion that has become
an everyday occurrence in Richmond.
"I believe it is two totally different things," Carroll said. "The
Richmond Police Department does
a pretty good job of helping traffic
move pretty good through

40,

Prestonsburg, was arrested and
charged with failure to illuminate
headlamps and driving while under
the influence of alcohol.
Allison Hopkins, Richmond,
reported that her neighbor's door
had been kicked at 662 Brockton
Apartments.
Bradley Newcomb, Richmond,
reported that he had been assaulted
by a black male on the sidewalk of
Madison Street near Summit Sheet
There are no suspects at this time.
Jason D. Taylor, 20, Richmond,

was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication and possession of a
fictitious operators license.
Curtis C. Davis, 21, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
John C. Gordon, 21, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with driving while under the influence of
alcohol.
Sept 6
William Bullock, 27, Mt Vemon,
was arrested and charged with driving the wrong way on a one way
street, driving while under the influence of alcohol and driving on a suspended liscense.
Monica Clark. Richmond, reported that someone had entered her 660
Brockton Apartment and had stolen
a television and video cassette
recorder.
The following reports appearing
in "Police Beat" have been
resolved in Madison District
Court; these follow-up reports
represent only the judges decision in each case.
Dennis Sheeks, 21, Richmond,
was found guilty of alcohol intoxication and fined $71.50.
Laura Asher, 20, Richmond, the
charge of possession of marijuana
was dismissed.
William Murrell. 21. Mayfield,
the charge of trespassing in the third
degree was dismissed.

1-75 accidents
declining

► Despite an early-semester
rash
of
traffic-stopping
accidents, state police say
total accident* have dropped
over the past five years.
25 r

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

SOURCE: Ktntody Stafc Pole*

Progress/Alan Kincer

Richmond."
No matter what the problem is,
Carroll said, there are many ways
drivers can make the roads safer
for themselves.
"People need to go the speed
the weather permits. On rainy days
we always have a bunch of accidents," he said. "Also, no matter
how much you want to speed, obey
the speed limit. Alcohol and speed
are the two major killers."

EKU alum, LRC founder dies
Vic Hellard, 57, an Eastern graduate and the former executive
director of the state Legislative
Research Commission, died yesterday of a heart attack.
Hellard, who was named the university's top alumnus last year, was
a lawyer and served as a state representative for the 56th District,
which included Woodford and
Jessamine counties, during the
1972 and 1974 General Assemblies.
Hellard will be remembered for his
push to make the General

First Computer Solutions
Blue Ribbon Pricing. Quality* Service
626-1161 -800-375-5956

When you can buy from #i, why go anywhere else?
Consultations • Installations • Service • Technical
Support • On-site Training & Upgrades
UPGRADE KITS NOW AVAILABLE
systems start at $850

► Police Beat
The following reports have been
filed with the university's division
of Public Safety

From Page A1

Assembly stronger.
He became the 12th person to
lie in state in Kentucky in the
Capitol Rotunda yesterday.
He is survived by his wife, Ellen
Carpenter; his mother, Leona
Tilghman Hellard; and two brothers,
George David Hellard of Versailles
and Ronald W. Hellard of Nashville.
Services will be at 11 am. at the
Versailles
Baptist
Church.
Contributions are suggested to the
Kentucky Humanities Council, a public library or other favorite charities.

No one reaches EKU
like we do.
Pick up your copy gvery
- Thursday.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

622-1881
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Heavy
Reconstruction
Tony Graham, works out on the
new equipment In the cardio
room in the Begley Building
Tuesday.
He said the room was a good
Idea and has been needed for a
long time. Graham said he plans
to use the room regularly.
The room is open 6-10:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday and 11
a.m.-10 p.m. Saturday and
Sunday. The other two rooms, a
strengthening room and a stationary weight room, should be
open by Oct. 1.
Don Knight/Progress

Traffic hazards shut down lot
Property owned
by mayor made no
parking area

Mayor Ann Durham, was used by
many university students for parking.
"We hated to make students
move when they could be parking
there, but things got out of control," Durham said. "Also, we
were getting ready to start building Monday, but the rain held us
up."
The lot will soon be home to "a
convenience-type store," Durham
said.
The area wasn't marked no parking until she arrived Sept 9 to see
that notices were handed out and
that some cars, which were causing
safety hazards were towed.
"She just gave me a warning and
a notice that said that beginning
the next day, anyone parked there
would be towed," Akers said.
Durham's daughter, who lives in

BY JENNIFER ALMJELD

News editor

Derrick Akers, a construction
major lu4ng in Richmond, thought
he had found the perfect solution to
the parking problem that plagues
Eastern's campus.
Since summer school, Akers has
been parking in the empty lot
where B&B Morgan Tire Company
was located at the corner of
Lancaster Avenue and Barnes Mill
Road.
After th$tire store was levelled,
the land, owned by Richmond

the house adjacent to the property,
experienced many problems from
parked cars that blocked her driveway or damaged property.
"Of course the driveway was
blocked, but that was secondary to
public safety," Durham said. There
was a gas meter in the yard someone hit and four girls rolled a car
into the street so they could get
their car out"
Although Akers never witnessed
anything of that nature taking
place, he said he wasn't surprised.
"It was a mess," he said.
For Akers, the parking notices
and the new store that will be built
on the property will mean more
travel time when it comes to getting to class.
"I'm parking in Alumni Coliseum
now," Akers said. "Unfortunately,
it's a much longer walk."

Fall Fest challenge to *Rock the Vote*
BY JENNIFER ALMJELD

ering how few spots there are to
fill," said Jeff Whitford, the chair of
The Student Government the elections committee. "Since
Association will hold elections for enrollments are down we have a
student senators at the annual Fall smaller senate." •
Two voting booths will be placed
Fest Tuesday between 9
close to the meditation
a.m. and 5 p.m.
chapel from 9 a.m. to 5
The day of music and
Fallfest
p.m.
dancing will be dedicatBeing part pf the demoed to encouraging stuTuesday
cratic process is not the
dents to "Rock the Vote."
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
only reward students wilf
"'Rock the Vote' is a
SGA elections
reap from voting.
statewide, nationwide
"This year we're giving
program that encour2 p.m.
away hamburgers to everyages young people to
Mojo Filter
one that votes," Whitford
vote," Mason said. "Well
Kings
said. "In the past we've
be registering voters and
given cokes and ice cream,
passing out stickers and
but we wanted something
pamphlets."
Mason and the other student sen- more substantial.
"Usually we have something like
ators hope students will first exercise their right to vote by choosing 5 percent of the student population
from among the 20 people hoping to turn ^ut to vote and that"s pathetic to
fill the seven seats open on the stu- me," Whitford said. "People complain and don't vote."
dent senate.
After students step in the voting
"It's a pretty big election considbooths they can spend time visiting
News editor

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED...

Pharmacy. Carriage Gale Center. Richmond.

Hundreds ol students are earning FREE Spring
Break trips and money1 Sell Strips and go FREE1
Bahamas Cruise $279. Cancun and Jamaica
$399.
Panama
Cily/Oaylona
$1101
www springbreaklravel com I 800 G78-6386
Hyatt Regency: part- and lull-lime jobs at Career
Day. September 25. Keen Johnson

FREE TRIPS ANDCASHIIind out how students
are earning FREE TRIPS and CASH with
America's »1 Spring Break company1 Sell 15
trips and travel tree! Cancun. Bahamas.
Mazatlan. Jamaica or Florida! Campus Manager positions available. Call now! TAKE-ABREAK (800) 95-BREAK'

EARN $500 or more weekly slutting envelopes
at home. Send a long S.A.S. E. to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dept. A46. P.O. Box 1779. Denham
Springs. La.. 70727

AIRLINE JOBSI Now hiring $10-$25 per hour
All positions, skilled and unskilled Excellent
pay/benefits. Call 1-504-429-9220, ext.
5246A37, 24 hours

Lei uselectrily you with our career opportunities!
See Kentucky Utilities at Career Day. September 25. Keen Johnson. 11 a.m. lo 3 p.m.

FREE INFORMATION! Earn Fall semester cash
or start saving lor Christmas NOW! Serious
home-mailers wanted immediately. Simple and
lun lo do. Write lor your FREE details todayll
Send S.A.S.E. to SMART. 245 Lewiiton
Rd, London, Ky. 40741.

Slock person wanted 15-20 hours per week.
Nights and weekends Apply in person: Rile Aid

$ Financial Aid $
Attention All Students!
Over U> Billion in FREE Financial Aid is now
available for students nationwide from private
sector grants A scholarships' All students are
eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. For more information, call:

1-800-263-6495 ext. F55342

SPRING BREAK '971 Earn Cash! Highest commissions. Travel FREE on only 13 sales!!! Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre Free
into packet! Call Sunspiash 1-800-426-7710.
www.sunsplashlours.com
1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part-time Al home.
Toll Iree. 1-800-898-9778. ext. T-7077 lor listings.
i

30-minute sessions
(300 total minutes)
Must present
coupon

Kxpi res 9/30/96

$

the booths of local businesses and
enjoy music being broadcast by
104.5 FM in Lexington.
"104.5 will be broadcasting live
from here from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,"
Mason said. "We're also trying to
get some local television stations to
come and cover the event and see
what is going on."
At noon the Student Government
Association will present its own version of MTV's popular "Singled
Out"
At 2 p.m., the Mojo Filter Kings
will perform.
"We have a live band, Mojo Filter
Kings," said Mark Honeycutt, chair
of public relations. "This is the first
year for that."
With the live music, free food
and informational booths, Mason
said she feels there is something for
everyone to do while learning more
about the "Rock the Vote" campaign.
"It will be a lot of fun," Mason
said. "I hope everyone comes out"

* Ten 30-minute Wolff Beds!
* One 15-minute Hex Unit
* SAE Certified
* Also try our new 30-minute beds
at "The Gym of Richmond"
OCEANFRONT TAN-IN
519 Leighway Drive
Richmond, KY

623-8993

BY PANETTA BARKER
Assistant news editor

University officials from all over
the commonwealth, including many
from Eastern, met last Monday in
Erlanger, Ky., for the 1996
Governor's Conference on Higher
Education Trusteeship.
Eastern President Hanly
Funderburk attended the two-day conference that included Next
many sessions and a The
luncheon speech by
Council on
Gov. Paul Patton.
"The governor Higher Ed.
talked about hope will meet
and aspirations," again
Funderburk said. Nov. 11.
"He is still very positive about higher
education."
Funderburk said he felt positive
about the governor's speech.
"We are very hopeful that this will
result in something good for the
state of Kentucky," Funderburk said.
Dr. Richard Freed, faculty regent
was also pleased with the governor's
comments.
"I think he is going about it in an
intelligent way," he said. "He said
clearly he wanted changes to come
from experts in education rather
than his office."
Freed thinks the faculty are both
hopeful and cautious about what is
going to happen in the next few
years.
"We realize changes are necessary, but they need to be made carefully and with foresight" Freed said.
The governor may realize how
open faculty have been to change
and how much change they have
already brought about."
Another group that hopes to help
make some changes in higher education is student government
Student Government Association
President Melody Mason said the
university's student delegation was
the largest one in attendance.
"We had the largest amount of
people there," Mason said. "Most of
the university presidents didn't even
have their vice presidents with
them."
But Mason left the conference
with some misgivings.
"I have some concerns about
some things going on in higher education," Mason said. "I spoke to the
governor and told him that I would
like to set up a meeting with him and
the Kentucky Board of Student Body
Presidents."
"He is reported to be the governor for higher education'" Mason
said. "I hope he lives up to his
name."

The Polarized Sunglasses.

35 - 45% OFF

25% OFF

Richmond Mall
623-1882
Prescription
Sunglasses
available

MLMF* K NEVER

ysuMP

I've never been caughi in an
indoor snowstorm.
I've never actually seen beer
bottles play football.
I've never been windsurfinj:
with the 'beautiful people .
Mostly. 1 just wonder
who actually lives like thi\'.'
Growing up witching TV, u
seemed like all anyone ever did
in college was gel lotall)
wasted and have 5CX
We *.liould'vc knoun thai realil)
would be ii-m different
Don't buy inio the sales h\pe
' Join real life

***,

I^^Back-To-School
SPECIAL!

Rock and roll with our job opportunities al Career
Day. September 25. Keen Johnson, 11 a.m. to 3
p.m.. WKOO 986. WXZZ 103.3, WTKT The
Beat.
FOR SALE
Dot matrix printer, Epson model, $100 Call 6259101.

$

$

99or 19.96

MISCELLANEOUS...
ATTENTION Aspiring models and actors! LA/
Hollywood Auditions Sept. 12, 13, 14. Images
Model & Talent Agency, Lexington, 606-2732301.
CASH for old coins! Cotedors Coins. Southern Hills Plaza. 626-9823
LURANA SUE RIGGS-Born 2-21-46, Is looking
lor birth mother. Contact ELLEN. (407) 268
3904
PUBLIC NOTICE Factory has two all-steel
Quonsel buildings lor immediate sale, (1) 42x60
Never erected, vyill lake balance owed. Call BUI.
1-800-511-2560.

per
month"

• Reebok Step Aerobics

• Circuit Training

• Hi/Lo Aerobics

• Sauna

• Indoor Track

• Free Personal Trainers

■ Ufesteps - volleyball

• Free Child Care

• Life Cycles • Treadmills ■ Basketball

350 Radio Park Dr.
(off Eastern By-pass - Behind UBS)

GUARANTEE! How to build a lortune in 6-12
months with very little effort, even I you're fiat
broke1 Write todayl Send S A S E with $1 lor
FRE E inlormal km. Vision 3000. Suite 137.4053C
Tales Creek Road, Lexington, Ky .40517.

CALL

624-0100

Wanted: Students to lose weight. Metabolism
breakthrough. FDA regulated $29.95. Visa.
Mastercard. Discover and checks accepted Fast
delivery 1-800-927-3340.

w
I Limit OIK-peri ustoiiK'i Not j
I
■ v, nli any other coupon or discount

(Top Loaders Only)
Please clip and bring this coupon

Tanning packages for EKU students
Single visit $2.50 with ID
'8portawear_

Just be the first to
come down to First Gear
and answer the following
question:
What was the first picture
Broadcasted to the public.
Last weeks winner: No Taker
Last weeks answer: Lawsuit between
Apple Computer and Apple Corp.
(Beatles Label)
(One win per customer, per temejler, please)

r^

» V

madison optical

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Earn extra cash Mulling envelopes at home. All materials provided.
Send S A S.E lo Midwest Dislrbulors. P.O. Box
624, Olalhe. KS 66051. Immediate response.

SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS- Train and jump
(he same day lor ONLY $901 Lackey's Airport,
U.S. 25 South, 6 miss from bypass, turn right on
Menelaus Road Sat and Sun. 10 a.m. For
intormalion, call (606) 873-0311 or 986-8202
weekends

25

Governor
positive
about
higher ed

10 visits $20
15 visits $26.25
"We really do want your business!'
Pink Flamingo
Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave. • 623-0076
■»:30;i.m.to 1" pin. Mon-Siit
III a.m. In 10 p.m. Sun

,
■
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Iraq: Brother in military poised to fight in 'home city'
From Page A1
It is this fight that Hussein
seems to be challenging America
with that has Battah particularly
concerned.
"My brother (Wiam, a law
enforcement major who recently
graduated from Eastern) is finishing up boot camp Sept 20, and then
he will be heading to Fort Riley,
Kan." Battah said. That's the first
place they pull troops from to
deploy overseas. We used to be
afraid he'd have to go to Bosnia,
but now we're thinking he may
have to engage in his own home
city.
"These are all things people

don't think about when they make
their little jokes and comments,"
Battah said.
Surprisingly, Battah said he has
had to put up with few remarks
relating to his ethnic origin or heritage.
"I grew up in Hopkinsville. and I
was there during the Gulf War and
the only thing I had to worry about
was that the rednecks blamed me
for increased gas prices," Battah
said. "I consider myself an ArabicAmerican. I was born in Georgia,
but was raised with Arabic customs.
"It's an asset having a culture
and a heritage," Battah said. "I

don't have any
turbans
or **l consider myself
long gowns,
an Arabic-American.
and I've never
ridden
a
camel, but I
Raed Battah
am part of the
»
culture.
Especially the
fact that the family unit is so two months old.
"Iraq was a
strong."
beautiful
place,
Battah planned to get to know his
homeland and his family during a but between Raed Battah is
two-week trip planned for this the Gulf War of Iraqi heritage,
and this bombEaster.
"I was going to meet my family, ing, it's been shot to hell," Battah
people I've only heard about," said.
Battah said.
"I'd still like to visit, but we'll
"I haven't been home since I was just have to see what happens."

Your link to campus news and events.
fust fni/o us up //iiirv/m morningun yow wa) loaass
and 11 ad about rmythiru; you want (0 know about

On the corner of First
and Water Streets

623-0021
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

MARGARITAS

Open House: Check-in policy first stumbling block in change
From Page A1

At an RHA-sponsored meeting
held Tuesday evening to discuss
the new policy, RHA President
Mike Lynch -said he was very
excited about the vote.
"I had no doubt it would pass,
but it was just the anticipation,"
Lynch said.
»
"We are only halfway there. It's
going to take every person in
those halls to make this work,"
Lynch said.
Johnson believes this is a positive change for the university.

"Students have desired this for
some time, and now they have
seen it done," she said.
Johnson was one of the threemember panel that met in the
Powell Building Tuesday evening
for a forum on the policy.
David Braden, area coordinator
for Todd and Dupree halls, and
Kenna Middleton were the other
two other members of the panel.
Residents of Todd and Dupree
were concerned about the open
policy of the two halls. One resident said they had worked hard to

make a community of the two
halls, now renamed Central
Towers.
The halls are connected by a
breezeway and residents can move
freely from one hall to the next
without checking in at the desk.
When asked if the 24-hour open
house policy would affect that,
Middleton said the residents of the
two halls would have to start
checking in during weekdays the
same way visitors to other halls
do.
After a rumble of disapproval.

PERSONAL TOUCH
VIDEO PRODUCTION

Middleton said the policy had
been "a double standard" and
unfair to other halls on campus.
Residents of Todd and Dupree
disagreed.
They felt they had lost their
community standing. Some stu- ,
dents at the forum said they felt
something had been taken away
without explanation.
"All it is is stopping and giving
ID," Middleton said.
Middleton said a roommate
agreement will be an important
part of the policy.

7-9 p.m.

INCREASE V0UR
CR$H FLOW.

AIR FORCE
CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGY.

V*

624-9492
Owner Richard A. Carr
Specializing in Video Photography with 6 Years Experience.

W^

Fnln the benefits of a
Enjoy
private practice without
the financial burden. Today's Air
Force offers rewarding opportunities for professional development
with great pay and benefits, normal working hours, complete medical and dental care, and 30 days
vacation with pay per year. Find
out how to qualify as an Air Force
psychologist. Call

For Svecial Occasions
Weddings • Greek Functions • School Programs
K-12 • Conferences...and much more
Production Features
Special effects with blue screen capabilities
Various audio soundtracks
Screen style: Cinema, wide, and much more
Standard Price Range
30 minutes to 180 minutes S30 to $1 15 "*'
Wedding Price, including reception S225

New payment for
plasma donors.
$15 lor first donation
$20 tor second donation
in the same Mon. - Fri. week.

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

PIASUA FRACTIONS fOK OUAITTY SJOLOOICAl. PtOOUCTS

New donors make
$20 first donation,
Plus $20 initial donation
in same Mon. - Fri. week.
Make $40 your first week.

Sera-Tec Biologicals
Limited Partnership
292 S. Second St
Call lor business hour*
624-9814

50* security deposit requited

NOW OPEN

Microsoft's
Internet
Explorer

fb-bf

INTERNET ACCESS PROVIDE*
http://www.orb-bit.com

VmL. MC, Aw D*anm.
ari * CMh HMoonml

EKU Students, Faculty & Staff

? I SPEED!

$13.95It

OurMain Emphasis

.

Low Ratio of
"Users to Lines"

Unlimited Internet Access
The Orb-bit Commitment:
" Ifour service is not the most accessible and fastest in the
county, zve zvill PAY YOU to sxvitch."

Orb-biff

ENROLL NOW
NO INITIATION FEE
• CIRCUIT TRAINING

Light-Speed

• FREE WEIGHTS

Research
*Free Internet Access
*Free Delivery & Setup

The Best Deal
fer the Money!

Search it. Find it, Read it.
Download it-FAST!!!

Coming Soon...
OtUit *Gatnes Galaxy

Financing Available - WAC

351 Radio Park Drive - Suite C-l
Adjacent behind UBS

AEROBICS

623-2086
• OTALtAll FOUMAimON. mOTY

Experience Cardio-Theatre
Located behind Taco Bell
624-8000
Mon. - Fri. 6 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun. - 12 p.m. - 7 p.m.
/""
<>'
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Accent

What's in a name? News editor Jennifer Almjeld is just one
of many people who struggle
with unique names. She gets
a chance to vent on next
week's Accent page.

ycuRSELr
Churning stomachs and sweat beads plague each candidate in the tiny waiting room.
The thoughts running through each one's head are the same —
7s my resume good enough?" "Do I look professional enough?"
'What do I say?" and "Am I prepared for this?"

Ryan Mardls, a senior management major, shows the dont's of interviewing with Associate Athletics Director Betty Werner

Story by Jamie Neal

Prepare to be prepared
"Preparation
should begin with
putting thought into
a career direction,"
said Art Harvey,
director of Career
Development and
Placement. "Pick a
career that complements your interests.
"If a student is
not sure about a
career and they go
to Eastern, they
should take advantage of Career Development and Placement and
the Career Counseling center. Students should
be thinking about what they can bring to an
employer."
Here are some more preparation tips from
CD&P for students planning to go on a job interview:
• Be active in class. Your teachers will know
you and can recommend you for jobs. You also
learn to speak out about your ideas.
• Develop vital skills. A potential employer
wants someone who iij^ble to communicate and
write well.
»
• Develop a plan. Make a list of career goals
you plan to accomplish by a certain time and aim
to meet those goals.
• Prepare early. A job interview is not something to get ready for overnight
• Be pro-active in job searching. Don't just
look in the newspaper for job listings, look everywhere,
i
• Prepare a resume early. If you prepare one
the night before the interview, you are going to
be tired once the interview comes. When a
resume is finished early, changes can be rrfade
quickly.
• Network. Talk to professionals in your chosen field and to your professors. Participate in
organizations while you're in school that deal
with your future job; it will provide the opportunity to meet many professionals and peers who are
or want to be in the same field as you.
• Take advantage of opportunities, such as
career day, to meet potential employers. You can
also have an informational interview with potential employers to learn about the field, show an
interest and find out how much you actually
know about the field. Keep in mind this is not an
employment interview.
• Assess what you have to bring to the market
you are shooting for. Think of what background
you have that would help you in that particular
job.
• Think of examples of tasks you have com-

Cheri Murphy, right, a senior accounting major, is the perfect example of interview etiquette with senior Natalie Husband

Phct© iiinsi ral ft ns by snanm n i .it nil

pleted and situations you have been in that pertain to your targeted career. Be ready to give specific examples to an employer of these situations,
including the actions you took and the result of
those actions. If you have accomplished things,
you need to let the potential employer know. This
could include course work, cooperative education, volunteer work and paying jobs that would
help make you a likely candidate for the job.
• Know the employer. If your job target is a
publicly-held company, information on the company can be found at the library, on the internet
and at the CD&P. If it is a privately-held company, call the company and find out some information about it or talk to someone you know who
works there. The employer wants to see that
you've done your homework.
• Practice. CD&P offer practice interviews to
every Eastern student. The little bit of time it
takes to practice for possible interview situations
could mean a career.
• Bring examples of work you've done to the
interview. It will help you to stand out from other
candidates.

Put it in writing
There is no one
form for a resume,"
Harvey said. "What
a resume should say
depends on what the
person has to offer."
CD&P offers
some basic guidelines for writing a
resume. They
include:
• Acquire the
Resume Expert program at CD&P. The
program enables
students to create
resumes, keep activities they've participated in
on file, register with the database so employers
can see the resume and access regional and
national employment networks. The program has
a tutorial guide, and upgrades are free.
• A resume should show an employer what
you haveto offer. Play up achievements, not
weak points. If a student has taken a foreign language class that is relevant to the potential job,
include it. Don't include a poor grade point average.
• It should be pleasing to the eye and effectively use white space. Don't include everything,
just the things that are relevant and important for
the particular job. Be selective with the information included.
• Include references that may be helpful in
getting the job. If an employer recognizes a name
in the references section of the resume, they will

Resume

• i

realize the applicant knows people in the field.
• An objective should be stated. It targets the
resume.
• A resume should always cover identification, education, experience, organizations and
activities, interests, special skills, references and
awards.
• Barbara Royalty, assistant in the employee
relations department at Ashland Oil Inc., said a
resume is the first thing she pays attention to
when she interviews potential job candidates.
"I find that resumes are usually too long," she
said. 'They should be brief."

Dressing fcr success
"The key guideline for men and
women is to remember that you want an
outfit to frame you,
the candidate,"
Harvey said. 'You
want to go in there
showing that you are
very interested in
workingrfor them."
Other tips from
CD&P on looking
professional for an
interview include: • It is not the
time to make a fashion statement. The employer should notice the
job applicant, not the clothes.
• Dress neatly. The employer notices the top
and bottom 12 inches of a job candidate. Clothes
should fit, shoes should be shined, socks should
be dark and coordinate and all elements of the
attire should be clean.
• Accessories should be kept to a minimum.
None should be worn unless it complements the
■J/outfit. Some guidelines to follow if wearing accessories are: no more than two rings per hand, one
bracelet only and no dangle earrings, only tasteful studs. Stockings should be a neutral shade
that matches the skirt and shoes.
• Nails should be clean and free of nail polish.
• A job candidate can never go wrong with
dark colors such as charcoal or blue. However,
brighter colors are becoming more common in
the workplace and in interviews.
• Suits are always better than a sports coat
and slacks.
• Every situation is not the same, and this
should be considered when dressing for an interview. There is nothing wrong with adding flair or
creativity to an interview outfit if the particular
job is less formal.
• Remember, once the applicant is hired for the
job, the attire may be different It is always best
to make a good first impression.

illustrations by Victor Cuellar

Interview w it i 1 emplcyer
" Present yourself
by showing your
ability to meet people," Harvey said.
"Rightly or wrongly
people make judgments in the first
few seconds.
"If you make a
bad impression,
that's not something
you want to have to
overcome."
Here are some basics to remember when
arriving for an interview:
• Be on time. Find out information about
parking and directions early. If an emergency
arrives, call and let the interviewer know.
• Be polite and professional with everyone i,
you meet before and after the interview, including receptionists. Don't talk bad about the company or interview. People talk, and you might be
sorry for what you said later.
• When entering the interview, shake the
potential employers hand firmly and make eye
contact throughout the interview.
• Try to feel comfortable, but not too comfortable, in the setting.
• You can expect that the potential employer
will look at your resume and ask for clarifications
on it.
• A good interviewer wants the job candidate
to talk. Don't give short answers to every question, give specifics.
• Watch the interviewer. If he or she looks as
if they are ready to go on to the next question,
finish up your answer.
• Take your time in answering questions. If
you are struggling to find an answer, a good trick
is to ask the interviewer to re-state the question
to give yourself more time to think. Always make
sure you understand the question.
• When an employer asks if you have any
questions, ask. There are two guidelines to
remember: Your questions should demonstrate
that you are prepared and an expert in your field.
Do not ask about holidays and money. Those
questions are appropriate after you have the job.
• At the end of an interview, an interviewer
may ask if you have anything else to add. This is
a good time to bring up important things you
have done that may pertain to the job or to at
least summarize why you want the job and why
you are the right candidate.
• One appropriate question at the end of the
interview is to ask when a decision will be made
on hiring.
—fc
• Shake theTnterviewer's hand and thank him
or her at the conclusion of the interview.
• Follow-up by writing a thank you letter.

Work it
Students, here's
your chance to
use your newly
acquired interview
information.
• EKU Career Day
• Multicultural
Career Day
• Graduate and
Professional
School Day
Where:
Keen Johnson
Ballroom
When:
11 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Sept. 25
What:
Over 125
potential
employers will
be set up at
tables to meet
students, give
out information
on their businesses, take
resumes and
possibly set up
interviews.
Sponsored by:
•CD&P
• Cooperative
Education
• EKU Graduate

School
• Multicultural
Student
Services
Sept. 27: Allied
Health and
Nursing Career
Day
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Recycle your Progress
CINFMARK THEATRES
-'RICHMOND MALL 8

™>$\

©

830 Enlen Irfoi
'.ii7.*ii'-f.i:t.'ir";':iKi:"'.»

Bo> CMic* - 7:30 Movwt Around Dulk
•Admiti^ 13 Kidl 10 » Under Fr—I

STRIPTEASE

Fri. - 9/20
Mop.-Thurs. 9/23-9/26

TODAY

19

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY
SEPTEMBER

20

SATURDAY

Powell Building
Peace Corps
Info. Session

J7 p.m. Volleyball
at Middle Tennessee State
University, Murfreesboro

□ 5-6:30 p.m. Alumni Coliseum
parking tot
Eastern Family Day Cookout

Q 2 p.m.
Volleyball
At Tennessee
Tech

_J 5:30 p.m. Catholic Newman
Center
Student mass followed by
Sunday supper

SUNDAY
22

34:45 p.m. Kennamer Room
Powell Building
RHA Meeting

MONDAY
SEPTEMBER

Q 7 p.m. Brock
Auditorium
Honors Choir
Concert

To Post an Event
■ If you have an event you would
like published in the Whats On
Tap section, contact Marie
Moffitt or Alyssa Bramlage at
622-1882.

J 7 p.m. Grlse Room Combs
Building
Alpha Gam CPR/ First Aid
Seminar

5:35 7:40 9:50

Demi Moore

pj]|

Sat.. 9/21 & Sun., 9/22

DE NIRO SNIPES

m

1:10 3:20 5:35 7:40 9:50

J 12-1 p.m. Faculty Dining Room Powell Building
Symposium "Search for a Common Ground:
Liberal Arts and Professional Education" featured
speakers Anne Brooks and Adrianna Francis

24

WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER

J 8-11 p.m. Keen Johnson

The First Wives Club (PG)**
Fri. - 9/20
Mon.-Thurs. 9/23-9/26
5:30 7:45 10:00
Sat.. 9/21 & Sun.. 9/22
1:00 3:15 5:30 7:45 10.-00

Building

*N0 FASS!S«»i;0 FASHS/I.O SUMRSAV£RS

25

UPCOMING

J 7 p.m. Hangar Field
Eastern vs. Appalachian State
University

^
I Deadline lor information is noon
the Monday prior to publication
on Thursday. You may bring in
announcements in advance.
I You may also e-mail your
announcements with attention to
What's On Tap to
progressOacs.eku.edu

J 8 p.m. Posey □ 9 p.m. Begley Room 156
Auditorium
Intramural Soccer Meeting (men
Stratton Building and women)
Trumpet Recital

□ 3:30 p.m. Kennamer Room
Powell Building
The American Association of
University Professors meeting

j 9:15 p.m. Catholic Newman
Center
Pizza Theology

J Brock Auditorium
Kids' Gala-Orchestra

J 10 a.m.-l p.m. Keen Johnson
Building
Allied Health and Nursing Career
Day

j 7 p.m. Sept. 28 Hangar
Held
Eastern vs. Tennessee Tech
University

FAMILY DAY
PIZZAFEST '96
The Appalachian State Game
Saturday, September 21
5:30 pm - 6:30pm
Alumni Coliseum Parking Lot
FREE food and beverages
sponsored by

The New Music

will be
broadcasting

REVOTON

live

R . E . M .

N£W ADVENTURES
ALSO — NEW EDITION
MELLENCAMP
HIGH
SEBADOH
SOCIAL

IN

HI-FI

ZZTOP
RUSH
SCHOOL HIGH
DISTORTION

recordsmith
623-5058 EKU BY-PASS ACROSS FROM PIZZA HUT

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

VICIOUS CYCLE

The New Music

REVOLUTION
i/>^®^3It

Every Tuesday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

(Wolff Tanning Beds)
623-5014
1

No one reaches EKU
like we do.
Pick up your copy every
Thursday.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

each
SHRIMP & FRIES

SEAFOOD

CHICKEN & FRIES

Bite size shrimp, $2 25' Chicken, fries, hush
fries, hush puppies?
i puppies & sweet &
1
& cocktail sauce
sour sauce

One coupon per customer.
| One coupon per cu«orm.
■1 Not food with ny other coupon or discount pile/,
Expnsi/B/K lOSBvttU. luchmood.Ky EKU

BONTRAGCR

Friday 1 Saturday Public SUllnj SeafcxH:

FREE

1:15 p.m.-J:IS p.m.
):10p.n.-5:30p.m.
5:45p.m.-7:4$pm.

Skate RentalWith the purchase of admission,
Lexington Ice
&RccrcalionCcnter

iPAPAJOHHsi

That* DV deal r«w at Captain DV Three bicjmeah.
just S3J3 each Choc^mxriShrimp6 More.fish&
Chirten or Country-Style Pish & Chicken dinner*
complete wlhoniat sides. Come In. sit down and lake
your time. Or take one out. Whatever you do. hurry
Its a tot of food, for not a lot of money, (or not a la of
ume. At your paruopaung neighborhood Captain D's

204 SOUTH THIRDST RICHMOND, KY
(606)626-8715

Join the action at the Ice Center.
It's a Good Place for Fun.

750 (reg. wash)
5 sessions
for $-|0

622-1881

FISHER

receive a free skate rental.

WASH SPECIAL

SPECIAL

THE EASTERN PROGRESS

GARY

MOUNTAIN BIKES

One coupon per penon. Eiplrcs November 30. 1996.

MrfUl'l LAUNDRY
& Tan Shoppe
(Shoppers Village)

622-1881

To th» driver ol lft« vohid*.
Musi present Irut coupon.
_ Good S«pt_20. 21 * 22_

1:00 p.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

(tea,

t

FREE ADMISSION

NEW AT RECORDSMITH

Nobody reaches
EKU like we do!

••

FAN

RADIO SOUND 3— Th. movi* on fm «**>

"A Touch of Vegas" $1 admission

J U a.m.-3 p.m. Keen Johnson
Building
Eastern Career Day/Graduate and
Professional School Day

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TAN MM;

THE

23

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER

Q3:30 p.m. Keith Building
Room 235
Anthropology Association
Meeting

03:30 p.m. Case Annex 350
CAH Study Group discussion of
Elaine Pagel's "The Origin of
Satan"

21

SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

_J 4 p.m.

3.25 North

Now open Frl.-Sat.-Sun.

Last Man Standing (R)**

_l 10 a.m.
Powell Grill
Peace Corps
Info. Table

ucc
DRIVE-

$2.25

Masssseffiai

560 Eureka Springs Dc
60f>269<568l

^

Alyssa Bramlage. oditor
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Arts
Music of decade
revived in slides
By Items. Bov
Staff writer

Victor Cuellar, Tim Mollette/Progress

► Review

Arts editor

Kelly Richey's newest CD offers
fans a live taste of her previous
work.
The Kelly Richey Band Live at
Tommy's on Main" was recorded at
Tommy's on Main in Cincinnati and
is the band's third release.
Richey's
band
plays
a
blues/rock style that is reminiscent
of Jimi Hendrix.
Her versions of two of his more
popular songs, "Purple Haze" and
"Hey Joe," are comparable, if not
better than, to the originals.
This album also offers versions
of songs by Janis Joplin and Neil
Young.
The cheers from the crowd have
been toned down, allowing Richey
to shine as she belts out her tunes.
The energy of a live show is
truly captured on the latest effort
from this band.
Her guitar solos are captivating,
and her voice gets to the real grit of
the blues.
Richey demands others to listen
and take note.

For those who are tired of
Hootie and the Blowfish and want
to learn about the music of another
decade, your prayers have been
answered.
"60's Rock...When the Music
Mattered" is a multi-media presentation by Barry Drake that examines the music of the 196W
This includes folk, rhythm and
blues, psychedelic rock and the
Motown girl groups.
The free show is slated for 7:30
p.m. Monday in Brock Auditorium.
The show will look at the influence '60's music had on life then, as
well as its impact on today's music.
Specific artists will also be discussed, including the Beatles, Jimi
Hendrix, Bob Dylan and the Rolling
Stones.
The '60s are popular among people today; many are either interested in what the decade stood for or
longing for the excitement of the
times
"People didn't care what other
people thought about them," said
junior Amy Jackson, 22, who likes
the Rolling Stones.

Choir and faculty trumpet
to perform on campus

Local band breaths
life into basic blues
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

Arts editor

She has played with the likes of
Albert King, Lonnie Mack, James
Brown, Johnny and Edgar
Winter.Pat Travers, Warren Zevon
and REO Speedwagon.
The other members of the band
are not to be excluded.
Dave Williams provides the
drums and Terry Williamson sings
and plays bass.
If You Go
A female
lead singer and
Where
guitar player is
Phone 3
rare in the music
business, and
When
the Kelly Richey
Tonight
band has both.
In a way,
the band stands for more than just
good music; they stand for what
women can do if given the chance
— wow us with their expertise and
musical talent.
Besides her outstanding guitar
abilities and vocals, Richey is also
the lead songwriter for the band.
Seeing this band live would be
the crowning glory, and you can do
that tonight at Phone 3.

Photo Contributed
The Kelly Richey Band, named after its lead singer, plays Phone 3 tonight.

Crisp, erunchy, juicy and
sweet-realty sweet!
Just bite in and enjoy.

624-2873
2 FREE Gala Apple j^
with coupon
Expires 9/26/96
flrfiii *■**!■ iBiFia

^^ptists' Garden cpart^
Saturday, September 21, 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

25% Off

20% OFF

All Hair Color
ALL OF SEPTEMBER

ALL
Retail Products

Kelly's Fruit Market
Located behind
Burger King

The Honors Choir concert will
be this weekend in Brock
Auditorium.
The singers, though, aren't
Eastern students; they are from 23
different high schools in the tristate area.
One hundred and sixty high
school singers will rehearse together for the first time on Friday and
then again on Saturday. They will
perform Saturday evening.
Dr. David Greenlee, Director of
Choral Activities, is directing the
choir. He also chose the members.
He chooses the members on
their musicianship (being able to
read music), voice and attitude.
This choir is different because
"you don't see the music until you
get here on Friday," Greenlee said.
"UK has one [a choir) as well,
but we're the only one to do it this
way," he said.
The University singers will perform four songs before the choir
will sing five songs of varying
styles.
This allows them to have every
aspect a director would look for
covered, Greenlee said.

Walk-ins welcome

624-0066
Richmond Mall
Founded in 1984.
Serving Madison County
Since 1989.

New LI \i\ \

Trimble House Bed and Breakfast
321 North Maysville Street, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
s4ftisans of many disciplines:
Artists-Watercolor, Oil, Acrylic, Charcoal
Potters Photographers Gourd Painters
- Wood Carvers Authors Metal Smiths
Tickets $5 in advance. For information: 606-498-0896
The Montgomery County Council for the Arts

Now Available !
Local Internet Access

Your "Direct" Connection To The Internet

Free!

More Reasons Why Students
Prefer pcsystems.net
For Local Internet Access

Receive a full-size LUXIVA Ultra Lipcolor in Malted

I
j'

•

Milk when you come into Merle Norman for our

5. We Offer Multiple Mail Boxes.

Quick Lip Tips. You'll learn the quickest ways

4. Choose Your User Name (within reason). •

to create a beautiful mouth and receive our

3. Less Than 8 to t Modem to User Ratio.?

new lipcolor that gives you SPF protection

Studio from September 15 to October 15. 1996 and
give your lips a lahguage of their own.

Vt

Our company is stable
Our products are reliable
Our prices are competitive

http://www.pcsystems.net

l lira Lipcolor,

Come into a participating Merle Norman Cosmetic

Admission is free and open to
the public. The doors of Brock
Auditorium will open at 6:30 p.m..
and the concert starts at 7 p.m.
, Tuesday, Dr. Kevin Eisensmith
will present a faculty trumpet
recital in Posey Auditorium in
Stratton Building.
This is a way to keep ourselves
honest and to play the music tnat
we like to play," Eisensmith said.
Eisensmith will be performing
works from mostly 20th century
composers, most of whom are still
alive. One of the pieces was published just last year.
"I try to do as many different
eras as possible. I'm doing a piece
from Bach and from 20th century
composers as well," he said.
Eisensmith will be playing th e
trumpet in four different keys.
"There is a huge amount of literature for trumpets. I try to play
pieces I wouldn't be able to play
anywhere else," he said.
Eisensmith said this allows him
the chance to test his skills and to
broaden not only his trumpet students' horizons, but all students'
horizons as well.
This concert, which begins at 8
p.m., is free and open to the public.

ofhe Q)\\\rds^nnuaf

ReGISl

GALA

while it moisturizes FREE!

Other
people like the
ideals of the
1960s. Junior
Brock
Lee Cosby, 29,
Auditorium
liked the idea of
Whan
people trying to
7:30 p.m.
make changes
in the '60s.
Monday
"I like
Cost
the idea of the
Free
civil
rights
movement."
Cosby
said.
"What it tried to
accomplish and how it did succeed."
Sophomore Mike McDonald, 20.
is a Grateful Dead fan who liked the
vibe of the decade more than anything else. The '60's were "free
spirited and happy," McDonald
said.
The show will include a one and
a half hour presentation with slides,
music and interviews with the
musicians of the 1960s.
,
After that, an informal discussion is allowed among attendees
and Drake.
For more information, contact
Center Board at 622-3855.
If YouOo

mERLE noRmnn
COSMETIC

STUDIOS

The Place for the Beautiful Face."

106 Saint George St.
Richmond, Ky.
(606) 624-9825
,

M

CREATIVE'

J

2. No Start Up Fees.

J

1. We'll Let Your Parents Pav For It1

I

'.Back To School Special

WNOVELL

Intel Pentium 100 Mhi Processor
I MB EDO RAM. IGB EIDE Hard Drive
1-TSVGAColorMonitor 2SdpN-l
Internal 33.6 Baud Modem. Windows" <
3 Months FREE Internet Access
(provided by pcsystems.net. of course)

$1,299.

S13.*VMo. Unlimited Hours forEKU Students.Faculty & Staff
[ 33.6 Modems $99. • Academic WordPerfect Suite Only $39.)

pcsystems.net
461 Eastern B>-Pass • Richmond. KY • (606)6:4-5000 • (800)640-5013
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Profiles
BY MARIE MofFm
Activities editor

w
Brian Clark
Colonel Mascot

Athletics was never
something Clark was
known for, but he
always had a way to
get the crowd into a
game.

The sound of a big hog fills the
football stadium as the crowd prepares for Eastern's first home football game. On the back of a HarleyDavidson is the Colonel, Eastern's
favorite mascot, ready to rev up
spirit and fun for everyone.
The Colonel may seem like a
wild and crazy guy but in reality he
is a two man team. Brian Clark and
Jim Gilliland are the Colonel.
This is Clark's first year as the
Colonel and he hopes to keep the
role throughout his college
years.The Colonel and Clark share
the same personality; they both
know what school spirit means.
What made you interested in being the Colonel
mascot?
One of my alumni, Sigma
Chi, was the mascot. Both
of us (Jim Gilliland and I)
were influenced by him to carry it
on. I wanted to be a part of EKU.
I'm too little to play and not good
enough to play on a team.
How did your school
spirit rate in high school?
I was the guy that stood out
from the rest of the crowd. I
would hold up signs when
they were introducing the ball players. All my senior class voted me
'Most Spirited.'
*

o
Hometown: Cincinnati
Major: Broadcasting
Year: Freshman

E3

Were you ever a mascot
before?
No, but I dressed up as
Santa Claus, once.
How was
game?

your first

My first game I came in on
the back of a HarleyDavidson, and that was cool.
I looked up and all those people
were looking at me.

I was out there the first quarter
and the fourth quarter. The others
were sort of rained out

a

What was your first reaction when you were in
front of the crowd?
*Wow!' I was nervous at first
to go out, because it wasn't
what I expected.
What do you like about
being the Colonel mascot'

I have fun getting the crowd
involved and worked up. I
love the kids. Lots of kids
look up to you a lot and want you
to sign yjour autograph. And you
get to flirf with girls.
How does it feel to share
being the mascot with
Gilliland?,

230 Patsy Drive, Richmond • (606) 626-0008
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
ARCHERY* MUZZLELOADINC • FIREARMS • FISHING • LIVE BAIT
AND....THE DART INDOOR TARGET SYSTEM...a 9'xl2' screen with
life-size moving animals. Hunt everything from game birds to
African animals with archery or our firearms.

How do you keep yourself energized?
You have to be in good
shape. A lot of people think
it's easy, but you have to
work out I keep in shape by
running, doing push-ups and situps. I work out with the cheerleaders about twice a week.
Have you won any other
spirit awards?
We (Gilliland and he) won
the superior Spirit Award at
the Universal Cheerleaders
Association camp. I got to meet the
Wildcat mascot and other mascots
from South Carolina and Kentucky.
They gave us lots of good ideas.
What made you choose
to major in broadcasting?

It's cool. It gives each of us
a break and it keeps us
fresh.

People always told me I'd be
good in something like that
I had a radio program on
campus last year.

How does your family
feel about you being a
mascot?

What is one thing you
would like to accomplish
as the mascot?

My family is very supportive. They come to the home
football games. My mom
would say, 'Oh, my son the mascot'

My dream as a mascot is to
someday go to the NCAA in
basketball.

What do you like most
about being the mascot?
It's a great experience. You
have to be really enthusiastic and not have a down day.
You have to concentrate on
being the Colonel.
What do you symbolize
as the Colonel?
I'm enthusjastic and fired
up. I'm proud of what I do.
I give the crowd a break
when they need to take one
from watching the game.

Forty's OUTDOOR WORLD

How does it feel to be
the center of attention?
I love being at the center of
attention. It's my personality.

Bring In this ad with a group of 3 new customers
and receive 15 minutes FREE shooting time.
timilcd lime and one free visit per person.

Monday Night Buffet
6:30-8 p.m.
All You Can Eat
Breadsticks, Pizza, Pasta, & Salad

Pizza41ut
FREE drink with the
purchase of buffet
(EKU I.D. required)

Just off the Bypass

1 Large
1 Topping
5p5.99 PLCO^IUI.

1 Large
Specialty Pizza
5|>o.9y pi^ -«ut.

Suggestions
To suggest someone to be
featured in Profiles, contact Jamie Neal or Marie
Moffitt at 622-1872 or
1882.

Medium
1 Topping
2 Liter Pepsi
5p6.99 ptco^uj.

2 Medium
1 Topping

$9.99

Pto-Hut,

It Doesn't Matter who Wins...
It's WHERE You Watch The Game!

Join our Monday Night Football Parties
1 /2 Price Appetizers & Reduced Drink Prices
Hand-cut Steaks
Inside or
on
Fresh Seafood
°£r .
5 Large Screen T.V.s
por s a 10
Live Entertainment Friday & Saturday Nights
Open 3 p.m.-midnight, Sun.-Thurs. • Fri. & Sat. til 1 a.m.
700 Ford Road
(Just Across the Boonesboro Bridge)
* Promoting Responsible
Alcohol Awareness

527-3582

(- I

^
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Activities
Colonel hockey
club takes to ice

Jason Powell, of
Theta Chi, gets
down and dirty with
the help of Kappa
Alpha Theta sister
Jamie King during
the fundraiser for
the University of
Kentucky
Children's Hospital.

last year's team, and we added 11
new incoming players that are
either transfer or incoming freshGet your hockey sticks shined men," Curto said.
up and ready to go. The Colonels
Curto said the old players are
are ready to take to the ice.
looking forward to working with
Eastern's Ice Hockey Club will the new players and making a good
kick off its first game of the season team out of what they have.
against the University of Louisville
"There's a good mix and good
at
midnight.
talent this year,"
Sept. 27 at The
Curto said.
Lexington Ice
The
and Recreation
team has been
Center.
practicing on
The club has
Take 1-75 north to the
ice
1n
begun to put in
Athens/Boonesborough exit
Lexington.
hours of pracTake a left at Man O' War.
Some of their
tice. Their firstTake a right on the first street,
practices are
year record last
Beavercreek, then take a right
against
a
year was 0-10.
at Eureka Springs and you will
Lexington
"We've got
see the Lexington Ice and
men's league
more off-ice pracRecreation Center.
which requires
tice than we did
no contact
last year," said
"Every
Jeff Curto, president and founder of once in a while well have an exhithe Colonel Ice Hockey Club.
bition game," Curto said.
The Colonels are excited about
All of the Colonel Ice Hockey
the upcoming season, and practice home games are played at midis really taking off.
night in Lexington at the Lexington
"We've been doing a lot of prac- Ice and Recreation Center. The
tice on Ice and dry land," Curto team is hoping to get a lot of supsaid. This year we're doing off ice port from the Eastern community.
and working in the weight room
"People should come out and at
twice a week added on with the least watch one game just to see
ice."
what it's like," Curto said. "Hockey
The Colonels are getting geared is really growing around here."
up to play around 13 teams this
The Colonel Ice Hockey Club is
year, including Marshall, Xavier still new, but they are looking for
and Georgia. They have also been fans to come out and get the feel of
invited to play in two tournaments ice hockey and cheer them on.
this year.
"It's really going to pop up, I
This is the second year for the think, around here. We get people
Colonel Ice Hockey Club, and the there to watch us and then get
team has picked up many new them to come back to watch more
members.
games," Curto said.
"We returned 11 players off of
*
*
BY MARK MOFFITT

Activities editor

Amy Keams/Progress

How to get there

FUNdraising for children
BY MARIE

Mofrnr

"We raised over $800 in community
service, adding up to about 3200 hours
of service," Lee said.
Helping out the children's hospital is
the Sigma Chis' main event each year.
"By getting involved, you get to talk
to and visit the children," Lee said. "It
lets them know there are people
besides their family who are interested
in them getting better. It gives them
motivation to stick it out."
"It makes you feel good," Lee said.
Sigma Chi Derby was sponsored by
The Family Dog, Long John Silvers,
Hands on Original, S & S Tires and The
Gym.
Sigma Chi made each sponsor a banner and displayed it to show their appreciation for the sponsors' help with the
fund raising.
Lee explained that Sigma Chi will be
glad to help any local organization or
business raise money or give community service.
For more information, call (606) 6259772.

Activities editor

Sigma Chi Derby held its annual
fund-raising event last week, raising
money for the University of Kentucky
Children's Hospital.
"We probably raised over $1,000 or
so for the UK Children's Hospital to
donate," said Rob Lee, vice president of
Sigma Chi.
"It's more than we made last year.
Well probably donate about $2,000 or
more to the Children's hospital," Lee
said.
Lee said every sorority participated
except for one. They held track and
field games and had skits planned for
one night, but got rained out. Instead,
they had a party at The Cherry Pit for
donations.
Sigma Chi has won many awards.
Last year, they won the outstanding
community service award, and they also
won their first public relations and community service award out of 230 Sigma
Chi fraternities in the U.S. and Canada.

Amy Keams/Progress
Michelle Mayer of Delta Zeta participated in the Derby Day
relay races.

Ministers sponsor performance
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Christian band
returns to
campus tonight

I

J/ R&t
\
^43-^4
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Activities editor

The name changed but the
band plays on.
Giovanni Jones (formerly
Perhaps Tomorrow) will play at 9
p.m. as part of The Colonel's
Coffeehouse series. The campus
ministries are sponsoring a free
concert for students tonight in
the Ravine.
"They're a very good band,"
said the Rev. Phil Haug, of The
Episcopal Church of Our Savior.
The band plays original music
with an occasional cover song
thrown in for fun.
Some of their musical influences come from the Stone

- i

Don KnightZ/Progr ess

Alcohol Awareness Week

photo submitted
Giovanni Jones will be performing 9 p.m. tonight in the Ravine.

Temple Pilots, U2, Soundgarden
and Pearl Jam.
The Lexington-based Christain
band condsiders their music to be
modern or alternative rock.

The acts presented by the
Colonel Coffeehouse series give
students something to do on a
Thursday night instead of going
downtown.

The Real Thing!

Sept. 23-27
4:30 p.m.-7 p.m. "SO YOU THINK YOU'RE GOOD? PROVE IT!"

Sept. 23 '96 AAW PUNT, PASS, & KICK COMPETITION at Intramural
Field #6 Free T's to the winners! Men's and women's division
provided! Check it out!

EKU DAYS
Mon., Tues., & Wed., only

NEW Roasted Chicken Breast Fillet!
Stop in today and try our new chicken

7 p.m.. "I NEVER THOUGHT IT COULD HAPPEN TO ME" We

never know the impact of choosing to drink and drive until our lives arc
dramatically affected by someone's decision to do just that. Personal
testimonies from those who have had their lives altered by high-risk
alcohol use. Promises to be an eye-opening experience! Kennamer

?J) O haircuts

breast fillet sandwich. It's tender and juicy, and just plain

Q 5 off any Chemical Service

delicious! Made with your choice of our free
fixin's on fresh baked bread,

Gong hair extra)

-v

Room, Powell Building

TUES. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.. FALL FEST '96 Join us for "rockin" the vote" in the
Sept, 24 Powell Plaza! Lots of FREEBIES. including t-shirts, pens, bookmarks,
etc. Look for the Substance Abuse Committee booth.
5:30 p.m.. WHAT KIND OF ATHLETIC ANIMAL ARE YOU? Let
your animal instincts loose in a -wild game of FREEBIES GOLF! Meet
at the sandpit by Alumni Coliseum. FREE T-SHIRTS to the first
dozen "animals!"
WED. 7 p.m.. YOU'RE BUSTED!!! KNOW YOUR RIGHTS Madison
Sept. 25 County District Judge William C. Clouse, Harry Moberly, State
Representative and Director of the EKU Judicial Affairs and Services
for Students With Disabilities, and EKU Public Safety provide you the
opportunity to ask and get answers on your legal rights and
responsibilities with substance use and abuse on campus and in the
Richmond community. If you are an EKU student, this is a MUST!
Grise Room, Combs Building
THURS 7 p.m.. "LIFE WITH ALCOHOL: MY STORY ASA N ADULT
Sept. 26 CHILD OF AN ALCOHOLIC" Personal testimonies on dealing with
alcohol through the eyes of an ACOA. If you or someone you know has
ever experienced a parent with a drinking problem (or suspected
drinking problem) this is an hour you won't want to miss. Topics
include: how to determine if a parent has a alcohol problem, ways to
approach that parent about their alcohol use, how to survive as i child
of an alcoholic family, where to go for support, etc. Kennamer Room,
Powell Building

623-9624

University Shopping
Center

]2-&rar\d new
20 minute
Tanning beds
with body fans
to keep you COOt!
We offer the best atmosphere
of any tanning s>a\on in Richmond.

.SUB

Come and experience
the difference or Planet Sun.

Mon. - Thurs. 10 a.m. -11 p.m., Fri. and Sat. 10 a.m. -11 p.m.,
Sun. 10:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

ALL WEEK: CHECK OUT MOVIES ON CAMPUS CABLE 40!!!
WE SUPPLY THE SHOW, YOU SUPPLY THE POPCORN!

AAW is sponsored by: EKU Substance Abuse Committee, Kappa Delta Sorority,
Student Athletic Trainers Club, and EKU Intramural Programs
it

The Angel House of
Lexington, a non-profit organization, was robbed and vandalized
Sept. 15-16. The organization
provides for the needy and need
donated items and/or cash.
Donations will be collected
8 a.m.-l p.m. Friday at two drop
off points.
One will be at the
Information desk in the Powell
Building and the other will be in
front of Alumni Coliseum by the
flag poles. In case of rain, donations should go to the
Information Desk in Powell.
Items needed:
canned goods, pots and pans,
bread, fresh meat, paper
plates/bowls, cereal, soda or
juice, paper towels, napkins,
toys for children, any clothing
items and any non-perishable
items.
Any questions, call: 625-9085.

BY MARIE MOFFITT

K en Scobey brings the ball back up court after a rebound during the
R HA Hoop De La, three on three basketball tournament. His team
F resh, won the final game 51-43 over The Apple Dumpling Gang t 0
U ke home the trophy.

MON.

Angel House
seeks donations

539 LEIGHWAY DRIVE
»«

Right now 10 visits for $2b

OPPOSITE DENNY'S
a

\
Brian Simma. editor
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Sports
► Preview: No. 5 Appalachian State

Both sides
of Eastern
winless vs.
perfection

Z
~
.
*

Games not
getting easier
By BRIAN Sams
Sports editor

On a perfect night for football
(70 degrees, no wind and clear
skies) in Bowling Green, Eastern
improved on its perfect record —
if you like your team to lose.
With the Colonels 14-7 loss to
in-state rival Western Kentucky,
Eastern is now 0-2.
The last time the Colonels
opened a season with a big ugly
goose-egg in the win column after
two games was in 1993. But
remember that year? Eastern finished 8-4, so don't worry. Colonel
fans — at least don't show that you
are.
Western also improved on its
perfect record, but on the other
side.
The
Hilltoppers now
stand at 3-0. and
the tables have
certainly turned
for these two
squads.
Last year, it
was Western
with the tough
schedule, first
in Division I-AA
BRIAN SIMMS
They opened
From tht
with two losses
i" and ended their
season at 2-8.
This year, Eastern has the
tough schedule, third in Division IAA As you know, they opened
with two losses and finished the
season aL..
Is there a pattern here or is it

For Eastern's football team, it just
isn't getting any better.
The
Colonels lost _

their first

two games
— 40-38 to
Troy State

and 14-7 to

Appy

State

intrastate
rival Whan: 7 p.m.
Western Saturday
Kentucky —
and
now Whera: Roy
they have Kidd Stadium
the tough
task of tak- Radio: WEKY
ingonNo. 5 1340 AM
Appalachian
State 7 p.m.
Saturday at Roy Kidd Stadium.
They're a good solid football
team," Eastern coach Roy Kidd said.
"We have our work cut out for us"
The Mountaineer's (1-1) return
16 starters, nine on offense, from last
year's team that went undefeated
during the regular season.
The entire offensive line is back,
three of which were All-Southern
Conference selections last year, and
two of them were named to AilAmerican teams.

► Review: No. 15 Western Kentucky

Defense, not offense
decides outcome

* just me?

I'm not saying that Eastern will
. win only two games this year—
* come on people, get real — but
I the Colonels face No. 5
- Appalachian State, next And fur
T' ther down the schedule they face
* two other ranked teams (Murray
I and Eastern Dlinois), and don't for- get about the Oct. 19 date at
.' Middle Tennessee, ranked 18th in
the pre-season.
I have a feeling that it is not
gonna be pretty — maybe as bad
looking as a one-eyed warthog on a
bad hair day — but attractive
enough to get the Colonels another
invitation to the playoffs.
If Eastern were 0-5, then I would
worry, but they are not an 0-5 team;
don't let the record weigh heavy in
a judgement of the Colonels.
For Eastern to ensure that they
don't become an 0-5 team, they
must do two things; put the past
two games in the rearview mirror,
and get back to the basics.
The basics are to hold onto the
football when you're on offense and
tackle when you're on defense. (If
you're not knowledgeable about
football, this is an easy way to
describe it)
At Bowling Green, the Colonels
were in Hilltopper territory six
times. They hit pay dirt only once.
Two other times, they were
stopped by fumbles.
Gotta hold onto the ball.
Quarterback Greg Couch threw
the ball very well, but there were
times when he put it right on the
money and his receivers dropped
it
Gotta hold onto the ball.
On the defensive side. Eastern
was impressive, but they had plenty of missed tackles.
The biggest came when
Western's quarterback hit Joey
Stockton for what appeared to be
about a 13-yard completion. Chris
Guyton and Bob Head both took
hits at Stockton, but failed to wrap
him up, and the junior AilAmerican candidate ran it into the
end zone for a 33-yard touchdown
play.
Gotta wrap them up.
'We're just gonna have to regroup, get our heads up and quit
making these kinds of mistakes,''
Eastern coach Roy Kidd said.
If they do that, then the
Colonels will be perfect, but this
time it will be in the win column.

EaStem-

The big boys up front average sixfoot-three and weigh 271 pounds and
make the holes for Appalachian's Ipro-set offense.
The offensive line is an obvious
strength of this team," Mountaineer
coach Jerry Moore said.
Tailback Damon Scott and quarterback Gerard Hardy are the two
biggest threats on offense. They
both average over six yards rushing
each time they touch the ball.
As a team, Appalachian State is
averaging 288 yards a game on the
ground and only 98 through the air.
Defensively, the Colonels should
be able to take advantage of an
unexperienced secondary that is
yielding 185 yards passing per contest
"We lost all four starters in the
secondary from last year's team and
that presents a personal concern for
us," Moore said.
"You can't create experience and
they are just going to have to play
and play to get that experience."
State's Dexter Coakley is one of
the best linebackers Kidd said he
has ever seen.
The five-foot-11,205 pound senior
was the inaugural winner of the
Buck Buchanan Award from the
Sports Network as the nation's outstanding I-AA defensive player.

BY BRIAN SIMMS

Sports editor

Shannon Ratlitt/Progress
Eastern's tssm chaplki. Rick Trexler, consoled wide receiver Bobby Washington during Eastern's 14-7 loss to Western
white Dr. Bobby Barton worked on his strained tendons in his left knee. Betore Washington was forced to leave the
game in the fourth quarter, the junior, who will be out tor the Appalachian State game, had live catches for 44 yards.

After putting up astronomical
numbers in their previous games,
the Eastern-Western football game
was decided by defense.
The Hilltoppers came into
Saturday's contest after scoring 44
points against Murray State, while the
Colonels tallied 38 against Troy State.
But when they met in Bowling
Green, offensive explosions were at

a standstill as Western won the
"Battle of the Bluegrass" and the
battle of the defenders, 14-7.
"I can't tell you the respect I
have for the defensive side of the
ball," Western coach Jack
Harbaugh said. "Tonight we
demonstrated that we have a different card to play — our defense."
"Last week, we didn't play good
defense," Eastern coach Roy Kidd
See Football/Page B7

► Volleyabll

Freshmen help squad
to even season at .500
Invitational, Russell put it away 15
times during one match.
She was second in kills behind
junior Amy Merron for the conA few new faces on campus have test.
had a hand in the Colonels first two
Russell, Merron and senior
weekends of volleyball action
Shelby Addington were selected to
"One match, there were four the all-tourney team.
freshmen out there," coach Geri
In the five-team field, Eastern
Polvino said. "I just wanted to put a and Kent State were the only
bag over my head because of the schools with three players selected
inexperience, but they kept their for all-tourney honors.
poise."
Beth McNeely is the fifth freshOut of six freshmen on man playing a role in the Colonels
Eastern's roster, five have con- rotation.
tributed in at least half of the
"I don't think they think of us as
team's matches.
freshmen," Russell said. "We seem
After eight matches and two to get on the court and all do our
tourneys the team is at .500 with a jobs."
4-4 record.
In the Kent State Invitational,
Ozge Akincinbay and Emily Eastern's first two opponents took
Stinson have shared setting duties them to four and five games before
while Amanda Deerhake recovers the Colonels claimed victory.
from a bad ankle sprain.
Polvino's squad opened against
Besides setting, Stinson played Indiana State 15-8,12-15,15-5,15-13.
right side this weekend while
In their second match. Coastal
another new face, Kelly Smith, Carolina University took them all
took care of the middle.
the way, but Eastern finished on
"Kelly Smith blocked the devil top 11-15,15-9,16-14,15-7,15-11.
out of the ball," Polvino said.
Coastal Carolina had their first
Christy Russell killed the ball 55 loss of the season.
times over the past two tourneys to
For the second day of competiclaim 15 percent of the team's total. tion Eastern won in three games
This weekend in the Kent State against the University of Buffalo,
BY CHAD QUEEN

Assistant sports editor

u I just wanted

to put a bag
over my head
because of the
inexperience...
Geri Polvino,
volleyball coach
but fell at the hands of host Kent
State in three games.
Kent State was undefeated for
the tourney, while the Colonels
grabbed second place.
The team is nearing the end of
its season-opening 11 match road
swing.
Ohio Valley Conference play
begins tomorrow at the hands of
Middle Tennessee State.
On Saturday Eastern will stay
in Tennessee to play Tennessee
State.
Their final match before the
home opener is Tuesday against
the University of Kentucky.
On Sept. 27, the Colonels host
Tennessee-Martin.

Shannon Ratlitf/Progress
Sophomore setter Amanda Dssrhaks digs the ball during a recent
Colonel practice as freshman middle back Beth McNeely watches.

► Profile: Betty Werner

Associate AD's path to Eastern filled with many miles, jobs
BRIAN SIMMS
Sports editor

BY

A goal for many people is to get
out and see the United States.
For Betty Werner, Eastern's new
associate athletic director for internal
affairs, that dream came with her
changing jobs.
"I know the interstate system very
I

well," Werner said. Tve put 105,000
miles on my car. I'm tired of that"
She put her last mile on her car
Sept. 9 when she started her new
position at Eastern.
Before arriving at Eastern,
Werner worked for two companies
and one unh%-sity — jobs spanning
the past 21 years.
She first started with Club

Corporation of America, the largest
private club management company
in the world.
Werner managed three resorts
for over five years in Phoenix, Dallas
and Roanoke, Virginia
From there, she became the
women's athletic director at Drake
University in Iowa, a position she held
for five years before she was promot-

ed to associate athletic director.
After her. 13 years at Drake,
Werner went to work for ARAMARK
Inc., a management service company
in Denver.
"I worked in the concessions
aspect," Werner said. "I was responsible for bringing non-profit groups
into stadiums that we operated to
operate our concession stands —

Coors Field, Mile High Stadium and
Denver Coliseum."
Werner worked for ARAMARK
for three years before applying for
Dr. Martha Mullins' position at
Eastern. Mullins retired June 30 after
giving 25 years to Eastern athletics.
For four months, the athletic
department went without an associate director. They had to re-open the

interviewing process after an error in
the running of the advertisement in
the NCAA NEWS, the official publication of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association.
Werner said she did not apply at
first, but changed her mind.
"I really enjoyed what I was doing
in Denver, but my passion and my
career path is collegiate athletics."
»
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Runners finish
middle of pack

Men's tennis set
for season opener
BY LEE POTTER

BYCHADQWEEH

Assistant spoils editor

After this weekend's competition
at the Miami (Ohio) Invitational,
cross country coach Rick Erdmann
said both teams lack something
"We've got a long way to go with
our guys," he said. "I think we'll be
OK eventually."
The freshmen girls still need to
get closer to the top," he said.
"Until we do that, we won't get any
better."
The Colonels finished fifth in the
nine-team field with 150 points.
Miami took the overall crown with
24 points, while the Universities of
Cincinnati, Louisville, and Ball
State also placed ahead of Eastern.
Junior Titus Ngeno and freshman David Machungo paced each
other sprinting out to the lead for
over half of the five-mile race.
Ngeno faded to 25th overall, and
Machungo finished 28th out of 98
runners.
Charlie Moore claimed top honors for the Colonels, finishing 23rd
in2&20.

The men don't compete again
until Sept. 28 at Virginia Tech.
The Lady Colonels faced the
same nine-team field as the men,
claiming fourth place. Only 25
points separated them from firstplace Louisville.
Sara Monteleone led the freshmen who Erdmann said needed to
step up. She finished fourth for
Eastern in 19:04.
Lady Colonel Sarah Blossom,
took the top spot on the team. She
finished second in the race.
"Coach told us to run together
and work off of each other,"
Monteleone said. "In the beginning
we did pretty good, but after a half
mile the older girls separated and I
just tried to run my race."
Because of Blossom's performance, she was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Women's
Runner of the Week.
Saturday, the women travel to
Bowling Green to compete against
OVC schools Murray State and
Tennessee State. They will also
compete against Western Kentucky
and the University of Georgia.

Sports writer

Amy Kaarns/Proorsss
Senior Alii* Cheng works on his forehand during a recent Colonel practice
as coach Tom Higgins looks on. The men open their fall season tomorrow.

Lady Colonels two fore two

Sams
Sports editor
BY BRIAN

Make it two for two for the
women and one for two for the
men.
Eastern's women's golf team
captured their second consecutive
tournament with a five-stroke victory in the Tennessee Tech
Gassic.
The men followed up their win

at the Dayton Invitational with a
second place showing in the
Murray State Invitational.
The Lady Colonels' two-round
total of 645 was lower than second
place Mobile.
Once again Erica Montgomery
led the Lady Colonels with her
second place score of 156.
Coach Sandy Martin said the
Lady Colonels will work on their
short game before playing in the

Lady Falcon Invitational, hosted by
Bowling Green State.
Lew Smither's men's team finished 24 strokes behind Arkansas
State (869).
Kris O'Donnell led the Colonels
with his three-round total of 218,
placing him alone at third.
The Colonels will take next
week off before hosting the annual
Colonel Classic at Arlington Sept.
27-28.

After losing only one senior last
year, tennis coach Tom Higgins
anticipates a good season this
year.
Returning this year is sophomore Chad Williams, the No. 1
player from last year's squad, and
sophomore Jamey Sellers.
Sellars set a single season wins
record last year with 24 wins.
Also returning are juniors Tyler
Haney, Shaun Porter and sophomore Mike Hornback.
Another key returner is Alfie
Cheng, the only senior.
This year, Cheng played in the
prestigious Davis Cup for his
homeland, Malaysia.
This year's team has only one
new recruit, Brian Hayes from
Louisville.
"Last year, we had mainly a
rookie team with so many sophomores and freshman,"Higgins
said. "This year, we stand to play
much better.
This weekend marks the beginning of the fall season.

The team's first of three tournaments on the schedule is at
Murray.
"I'm not really expecting perfect games at Murray because it is
our first tournament," Higgins
■aid. "During these first few tournaments, we are not concentrating
on wins or losses. The emphasis
is placed on giving the players
experience against better, tougher
opponents."
After the Murray tournament,
the team heads to Jackson,
Tennessee to play against some
tougher teams from the South
Eastern Conference.
The tournament at Jackson
will be tougher because teams like
Arkansas and Mississippi State
will be there, and they are always
hard to beat," Higgins sajsy
Higgins said that as'me season
progresses, the team will get better.
"Hopefully by the second or
third tournament, the players will
have enough experience to beat
the better teams," Higgins said.
The women begin their fall season Sept. 26 at the UT-Martin
Invitational.

Football: Hi-scoring offenses held at bay
From Pags B6

said. This week, we play great
defense and we turn the ball over."
All 21 points were scored in the
second quarter, and Eastern (0-2)
found themselves in Western territory six times during the game, hitting pay dirt only once.
Two of the drives were stopped
byTJaymon Carter fumbles in the
first half, and the other three ended

on loss of downs in the second half
"I'm taking responsibility," quarterback Greg Couch said. "Ifs my
job to put the ball in the end zone."
Western (3-0) struck first with
13:16 in the second when quarterback Willie Taggart hit Joey
Stockton on what appeared to be a
13 yard completion, but Eastern's
Chris Guyton and Bob Head failed
to wrap up Stockton, and he took
off for the 33-yard touchdown.
After Eastern's strong safety

Scooter Ansel blocked a K.C.
Armstrong punt with 9:45 left in the
second period, the Colonels went
21 yards in three plays for their
only score of the game, a nine yard
scamper by William Murrell, who
collected 125 yards on 29 carries.
The HiUtoppers scored the decisive touchdown with 1:05 left in the
half when Willifci Floyd took the
option from Taggart off the right
side for an 11-yard score.

You Are Invited
to Join our Family
at
Union City
Christian Church

A FOOT OF FUN.
You have to oat. You might as well enjoy one of
Subways foof longs.

12 INCHES

Where Everybody

OF MOUTH

is

Somebody
and
Jesus Christ
is Lord

WATERING,
APPETIZING
FUNFILLMENT.

iSUBiunv*

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

WE DELIVER -624-9241

Call Obie Clark 623-5912
Bruc# Pratt 623-9268
Ron Maripnneaux 624-2224
for more information or transportation

Corner of Second and Water St.

A* A MZMCZ* O(
TAe Kentucky N*t<OH*l
GKA>4

90U CAN $o to tcAool

rotrtoN pneei

CM Today to (kvkd
Olit MO>€ ACout t&tf

1-888-KVGUORD

Called home lately?
1-800-COLLECT
Save up to 44%
Savings based on a 3-min. AT&T operator-dialed interstate call.

-—
lit

/
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EKU CAREER DAY

PASS THIS QUIZ,
GAIN AN
OPPORTUNITY

Multicultural Career Day
Graduate & Professional School Day

■ A position with a prestigious
company in the insurance
field?
■ The opportunity for
Management?
■ Guaranteed minimum earnings
for up to 12 months?
■ Top-flight company training?
■ An excellent benefit package?

DO YOU WANT:

DO YOU HAVE:

Wednesday, Sept. 25
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Keen Johnson

■ Self-motivation?
■ A solid education?
■ A sales background?
■ A record of achievement?
If you answered "yes" to these
questions, we'd like to talk with
you about our sales position.
For consideration, send a brief
resume to:
Kurt B. Netherton
870 Corporate Dr., Suite 302
Lexington, Ky. 40503
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

•;• 'iw

OVER 100 BUSINESSES,
SCHOOL SYSTEMS, GRADUATE
AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
PARTICIPATING
Attention Students:
Dress to Impress

The FEDERATED Insurance Companies
Home Otlice 121 East Park Square.
Owatonna. MN 55060

TRAVELAGENTS

™ INTERN ATIOK A L

624-9175
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
GROUP TRAVEL

WINTER \
VACATION ^

t

SPRING
BREAK
taitime@iglou.com

America's Vacation Store

Sponsored by:
Career Development & Placement
Cooperative Education Graduate School
Multicultural Student Services
The Eastern Progress
HAIR & BODY CONTROL
606-238-7899
BUSINESS
AOS Duplicating Prod ./American Office
AccounTemps & Robert Half
Aerotek, Inc.
Alliant Health System
Analysts International Corporation
Apprentice School Newport News Shipbuilding
Ashland Oil
AutoPersonnel
Bank One
Baptist Regional Hospital
•* c.
Beneficial Kentucky Inc.
Bluegrass Regional M. H./M. R. Board
Cardinal Office systems
Cincinnati Bell Telephone Co.
Cincinnati Financial Corp.
/
City of Louisville Police
||ja)
Corporation for National Service
Darby Square
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Ephraim McDowell Regional Med. Center
Excepticon/Res Care, Inc.
Fifth Third Bank
First Investors Corp.
Frito Lay, Inc.
Goodyear Auto Service Centers
Graybar Electric
Hamilton Co. Dept. of Human Services
Healthcare Recoveries, Inc.
Hillenmeyer Nurseries
^ .
Hitachi Automotive Products
Huntington Bank
Hyatt Regency
International Kenton County Airport
John Hancock Financial Services
Kentucky Air National Guard
Kentucky Department of Education
Kentucky Kingdom
Kentucky State Government
Kentucky State Police

Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Kentucky Utilities Company
Landstar Ligon, Inc.
Lexington Division of Police
Lex.-Fay. Urban Co. Gov.
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group
Magna Graphics
MassMutual
Mazak Corporation
McDonald's Restaurant
Mercantile Stores
Northwestern Mutual Life
Norwest Financial
Office Team
Ohio Casualty
Ohio State Highway Patrol
Olde Discount Stockbroker
Pharmacia & Upjohn
Presbyterian Child Welfare Agency
Remedy Intelligent Staffing
River Valley Behavioral Health
Safeco Insurance
Saint Joseph Hospital
Security Consultants Financial
Southern States Cooperative
State Farm Insurance
Student Ix>an Funding
Target Stores
Target Stores Management/Assets Prot.
The Gap, Inc.
Three Springs, Inc/New Dominion Schools
Tourism Dcpt.-City of Richmond
Toyota Motor Manufacturing
Trim Masters, Inc.
TruGreen/Chemlawn
U.K. Cooperative Extension Service
United Parcel Service
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Air Force ROTC
U.S.Army

U.S. Correctional Corporation
USDA Animal Plant Health Inspection Services
U.S. Marines
U.S. Navy
U.S. Secret Service
Votruba Staffing Service, Inc.
Wilson's Landscaping & Nursery
WKQQ-FM, WXZZ-FM & WTKT
GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
EKU - Graduate School
EKU - MBA Program
Murray State - Graduate Studies
Northern Kentucky - Graduate Studies
Ohio Northern - College of Law
Ohio University -Dept. of Psychology
Samford University - School of Pharmacy
Seton Hall - Graduate Services
Sherman College of Straight Chiropractic
Spalding University - Graduate Program
University of Dayton - School of Law
University of Kentucky - College of Nursing
University of Kentucky - Graduate Program
University of Kentucky - MBA Program
Western Kentucky - Graduate Program
Wright State - Graduate Program
SCHOOL SYSTEMS
Bourbon County Schools
Bowling Green City Schools
Buffalo Public Schools
Erlanger - Erlsmere Independent,
Gallatin County Board of Education
Kenton County Schools
Knox County Schools
Portsmouth City School District
Spencer County Public Schools
Trigg County Board of Education
Walton-Verona ISD

COLONIAL MANOR SHOPPING CENTER
IIUSTONV1LLE RD. 'DANVILLE

JERRY LEE r ARMER. STY LIST
BRENPA f3. FARMER. OWNER

Attention EKU Employees!

(Bring this coupon to

C h e c k <f
Exchange
and receive
\'r,'*>'"oS\1A '1U ' ()NI POPPING
Ipgjfc^-*
DOMINO'S PIZZA
|(Si 00 Minimum Transaction) (One per visit)
,Some restrictions apply
(• Not valid with any other otter

!University Shopping Center!
(Near Social Security Office)

623-1199

SH&-

ht:

Antiques
and
Collectibles
OVER 40 BOOTHS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

(606) 625-1524
••GO COLONELS"
Downtown Richmond
■129 South 1st Street

Nobody reaches
EKU like we dol
EASTERN PROGRESS
622-1881

All-White Meat Chicken Breast Fillet
-Thick cut Strips of Peppered Bacon
Swiss Cheese
Honey Mustard Sauce
•Served Hot on a Toasted
Sesame Seed Bun
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. NEW CHICKEN .
1
BACON 'N
I SWISS COMBO I

JAMOCHA
SHAKE
(REGULAR SIZE)

-

Meo FRIES
MED. DRINK)

(SANDWICH.

$

79* ! 3."
Limit four offers per
coupon per visit. Not valid
with any other offers or
discounts Coupon expires
October 13. 1996

r«~

"^rT/^i^T/~
SAVORY

(SANDWICH, MEDIUM FRIES. MEDIUM DRINKI

*3." A
Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13. 1996

6'2"

376

■%,,r^."",—

MO

MEDIUM-SIZE
HOMESTYLE FRIES

422

Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996.

*3. 19
#9

ARBY-Q

Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996.
111 _

,

_

434D/433BC

BAKED IDAHO POTATO
(PILED-HIGH DELUXE OR
GARDEN FRESH BROCCOLI
^^^
CHEDDAR)

Lrt

a

a i" s

Lirflit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996.

469

BIG
MONTANA
SANDWICH

$o *• C\

Mys

$

Mus

(SANDWICH, MEDIUM FRIES, MEDIUM DRINK)

SANDWICH

$o
«• Arbgs
(T\
<••

<

Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996.
285

ZESTY

247

rucccv
CHEESY

BEEF'N CHEDDAR
COMBO

jbus

Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996.

FABULOUS PHILLY
SUB

Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996

«*

a

*I."
#8

1.

I Limit four offers per
Limit four offers per
coupon per visit. Not valid
icoupon per visit. Not valid
I with any other offers or
with any other offers or
discounts Coupon expires
discounts Coupon expires
. October 13, 1996
October 13. 1996

™
CHEESY
BEEF 'N CHEDDAR
SANDWICH

26*n~"

SUPER ROAST BEEF
COMBO

«7

■
■
■
I
.

I
I
I

FAMOUS
REGULAR
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICH

Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996.
012

REGULAR
SIZE
COFFEE

428

WITH ANY BREAKFAST PURCHASE

s« A
Limit four offers per coupon per visit.
Not valid with any other offers or discounts.
Coupon expires October 13, 1996.

